
   

 
 

Abstract 
 

HOLY SPACES: PATH TO MULTIRACIAL 
UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES IN NORTH ALABAMA 

 
RICHARD LANE STRYKER, III 

 
Project under the direction of The Rev. Dr. William F. Brosend 

 
 North Alabama Conference United Methodist Churches are situated in or in some 

cases, part of thirty-three counties in Northern Alabama. The U.S. 2000 census shows the 

average racial diversity across these counties to reflect 76 percent white, 20.84 percent 

black, and the balance 3.26 percent are spread across Native Americans, Asians, Native 

Hawaiians & Pacific Islanders, persons of more than one race and others. These are the 

average figures but some counties and towns are more diverse than others are.  

 Although many of the seven hundred and seventy-two churches find themselves 

in diverse communities, majority are uniracial of historically black or historically white 

churches. According to the definition of multiracial church used in this project, I have 

been able to identify Church of the Reconciler United Methodist and Central Park United 

Methodist as multiracial congregations in the conference. Other United Methodist 

Churches do have persons in their midst of other races but are considered uniracial for the 

purpose of this project. While one cannot expect all churches to be multiracial, the 

lopsided number of uniracial churches suggests that something is wrong with this picture.  

 The project will present the biblical and theology basis for the multiracial church. 

The project will proceed by demonstrating the two obstacles that are hampering an 

increase in multiracial churches. These areas are the history of race relations and the 

challenge of cultural clashes. 

 



   

 In the final chapter, I present principles for churches to use on their path to 

becoming multiracial United Methodist Churches in North Alabama. The principles are 

the result of research that shows that certain activities make a church more likely to 

succeed in multiracial ministry.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

During a hospital visit some time ago, I walked into an elevator, an enclosed 

space, with a total stranger. We had a choice, we could look at the door and buttons and 

not acknowledge one another’s presence or we could speak. As is my practice, I spoke, 

the person responded. When the man got off the elevator, he wished me a nice day. I 

suspect that this interchange is usual occurrence. As I reflected on that limited space, I 

realized that by engaging in “small talk” and taking the risk of asking “how is your day?” 

we both created a shared space, a “holy space” of non-threatening dialogue and 

interaction. 

It is wonderful to have a brief conversation with a stranger but even more exciting 

to worship together, grow in grace together and build bonds of friendship with persons 

who start of as strangers, regardless of race. The United States (and many other countries 

for that matter) provides an opportunity for persons of various ethnic and racial 

backgrounds to create what I will often refer to in this project as holy space, multiple holy 

spaces. As the title suggest, this writing will focus primarily on United Methodist 

Churches in North Alabama. I hope others, not part of this primary group, will also find 

the material presented helpful. 

In this project, when I use the term “multiracial church” or multiracial 

congregation, I am referring to churches that are racially mixed and no one racial group 
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makes up more than eighty percent of the membership.1 I am leaning on the wisdom of 

Emerson and Yancey who depend on the argument of Pettigrew and Martin “that when 

minority groups reach 20 percent of an organization population then the groups have 

reached a ‘critical mass.’ They contend that when racial minorities are in numbers 

smaller than 20 percent they can be cluster into small low-status groups within the 

organization.”2 The United Methodist General Commission on Religion and Race in their 

overview of multiracial/multiethnic churches endorses this thinking and use the 20 

percent mark as representative of this critical mass. The overview states, “More and more 

churches are also referring to themselves as multiracial/multiethnic, although to be 

correct, such a description should be reflected in at least 20 percent of the congregation 

being of a different racial/ethnic group than the majority.”3 

 Emerson defines multiracial congregation as “. . . one in which no one racial 

group comprises 80 percent or more of the people. That is, to be classified as multiracial, 

more than 20 percent of the congregation must be racially different than the largest racial 

                                                            
1 I am using 80 percent of membership because it seems to me that persons of other racial groups 

in the minority of the congregation will have more impact as members and not simply as attendees in a 
church worship service. For the purposes of the book One Body, One Spirit, Yancey defines multiracial 
church as “a church in which no one racial group makes up more than 80 percent of the attendees of at least 
one of the major worship services.” George Yancey, One Body One Spirit: Principles of Successful 
Multiracial Churches (Downer's Grove: Intervarsity Press, 2003), 15.   

2 Thomas Pettigrew and Joanne Martin, “Shaping the Organizational Context for Black American 
Inclusion,“Journal of Social Issues 43 [1987]:41-78 in Yancey, 178. 

 
3 General Commission on Religion and Race, Multiracial/Multiethnic (Overview). 

http://www.gcorr.org/site/c.mwKWJ9NTJtF/b.3414879/k.70DD/MultiracialMultiethnic.htm (Accessed 
March 12, 2009). 
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group. . . . At 20 percent, the proportion is high enough to have its presence felt and 

filtered throughout the system or organization.”4  

Let me also state what I do not mean when the term multiracial church is used. I 

am not referring to transitional churches. There are times when one group of homogenous 

worshippers are exiting the church, but holding it until a new congregation of a different 

racial group can take over. This is common practice when neighborhoods change from 

one racial group to another. Emerson noticed that surveys sometimes listed these 

churches as multiracial when the churches were simply switching from one racial group 

to another.5 For the purposes of this writing, transitional churches are not multiracial 

congregations. They are transitional churches.  

Multiracial congregation in this project is not referring to shared space churches. 

Kathy Black describes a “nesting church” as one in which two or more congregations, 

representing different ethnic groups, share the same facilities even though they are 

separate congregations. One usually is the owner and the others are nesting.6 

One may notice a preference in this paper for multiracial church instead of 

multicultural or multiethnic church. I struggled with the terms and concluded that this 

project will focus on multiracial church and not multicultural or multiethnic even though 

these overlap to some degree. I opted not to use multicultural as my primary description 

of the diverse church because a church that is of one race can have a multicultural church 

                                                            
4 Michael O. Emerson, People of the Dream: Multiracial Congregations in the United States 

(Princeton: Princeton University, 2006), 35. 
 
5 Ibid., 36-37. 
 
6 Kathy Black, “Promises and Problems of a Multiethnic Church," in The Conviction of Things Not 

Seen: Worship and Ministry in the 21st Century, ed. Todd E. Johnson (Grand Rapids: Brazos Press, 2002), 
141. 
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by virtue of cultural diversity in worship and process of administration without diversity 

in race. The term multiracial church, as used in this project, incorporates aspects of the 

multicultural church. Multiracial here assumes the implementation of multicultural 

ministries by virtue of the presence in the congregation, a critical mass of people that are 

racially different.   

The term multiracial church intentionally refers to race instead of ethnicity. Even 

though the challenges of bringing various ethnic groups may be similar to the challenges 

of bringing together various races, I am using multiracial because race relations, 

stereotypes and socialization make multiracial church a greater challenge than 

multiethnic church. In our present uniracial church format, persons with origins and/or 

heritage in any of the peoples of Europe will have fewer struggles to fit in at a 

predominantly European American United Methodist Church than persons of African 

American heritage would.  

I am therefore opting to use multiracial church to refer to a church with a diverse 

population of persons identified with African-American/Black, Hispanic, Native 

American, Pacific Islander, White, and Multiracial persons. Definition of each category is 

in the notes.7 It is worth noting that Hispanic can be of any race. “Multiracial 

                                                            
7 General Council on Finance and Administration (GCFA) of the United Methodist Church, Instructions for 
Table I of the Local Church Report to Annual Conference. Hhttp://www.gcfa.org/PDFs/Table1.pdfH 
(accessed March 10, 2009). Description of each racial group according to the GCFA: 

African-American/Black — Members with origins and/or heritage in the Black African racial 
groups of Africa, the Caribbean, or North, Central, or South America who identify themselves as “African 
American” or “Black.” 

Hispanic — Members of Central American, Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South American, or 
Spanish culture or heritage, regardless of race. 

Native American — Members who are Alaskan Native, American Indian, Eskimo, and/or whose 
heritage is in any of the indigenous peoples of North America, and/or who maintain cultural identification 
through tribal affiliation or community recognition. 
 Pacific Islander—Members with origins and/or heritage in the Pacific Islands, including Fiji, 
Guam, Hawaii, Samoa, and Tonga. 
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congregations should seek to integrate, not assimilate. . . . A truly effective multiracial 

congregation not only reflects aspects of the cultures represented by congregation 

members, but it reflects a new unique culture that transcends the worldly cultures.”8 

In this project, I refer to churches that are not multiracial as uniracial churches. I 

am using uniracial to refer to homogenous congregations made up primarily of one racial 

group. I borrowed this term from Emerson.9 This term, as used here, should not suggest 

that other races are not present in the worship or membership. Those congregations are 

uniracial to the extent that they have not reached the critical mass of 20 percent of other 

race in membership.   

 

 
 White—Members with origins and/or heritage in any of the peoples of Europe, the Middle East, 
North Africa, or the former USSR. 
 Multi-Racial - Members with origins and/or heritage in two or more of the other six explicit 
categories. 
 

8 Curtiss Paul DeYoung et al., United by Faith: The Multiracial Congregation as an Answer to the 
Problem of Race (Oxford: University Press, 2003), 169. 

 
9 Emerson in People of the Dream, uses uniracial congregation to refer to congregations with one 

primary racial group.  
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CHAPTER I 
 

THE TASK AT HAND – The responsibility of the church is to reach all races 

There is an uplifting song that says “I'm comin' up on the rough side of the 

mountain, I'm doin' my best to make it in.”1 If God has invited us to the mountain, and if 

our churches reflect the pilgrims on a journey to the top, than African Americans, 

Hispanic Americans, Native Americans, Pacific Islanders, European Americans, multi-

racial persons and people from every region of the globe are presently climbing up on 

separate sides of the mountain. This is unfortunately true even though we live in a 

multiracial society.  

We live in a society of racially diverse persons but often, we live separate lives, 

divided by neighborhood boundaries and church walls. I agree with Pocock that “as 

America grows more culturally diverse, people who work together, go to school together, 

serve in the armed forces together, and play the same sports together ought to feel 

comfortable together in church.”2 The reality is that we live in a nation rich with many 

different peoples and cultures. This is good news, it seems to me. Pocock and Henriques 

describe this diverse nation of immigrants as a kaleidoscope, “which as it turns, reveals a 

                                                            
1 F. C. Barnes, “Rough Side of the Mountain Lyrics,” Music-Lyrics-Gospel.com, 

http://www.music-lyrics-gospel.com/gospel_music_lyrics/rough_side_of_the_mountain_3859.asp 
(accessed March 3, 2009). 

 
2 Michael Pocock and Joseph Henriques, Cultural Change and Your Church: Helping Your 

Church Thrive in a Diverse Society (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2002), 9. 
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constantly changing yet wonderful pattern of people in a single society.”3 This is who we 

are as a society but the church does not appear to enjoy this beautiful picture.  

The United Methodist Church is challenged to enjoy and experience this 

kaleidoscope with multiple races and multiple cultures in worship and ministry together. 

The United Methodist Book of Resolution describes these communities as:  

. . . more than ‘token’ participation of racial/ethnic persons, but is one that 

incorporates into the worship style, leadership, and entire ministry cultural 

elements of the different racial/ethnic groups present in the [church] thus 

ensuring that everyone has a place at the table where power is shared (resources 

and decision-making) and where conflict is managed collaboratively, and where 

everyone brings gifts to the mutually ‘owned table,’ and where the entire [church] 

is shaped by all and not by one dominant group.4 

The United Methodist Church has a tall order and a challenging task if we take this 

resolution seriously.  

It appears that this task is challenging not only to United Methodists in North 

Alabama. Based on analysis of the National Congregations Survey, Emerson estimated 

that “seven percent of American Congregations are multiracial . . . more than nine out of 

every ten congregations in the United States are racially homogenous.”5 Are most of the 

churches uniracial because their communities do not have diverse people? That could be 

the case, but not likely. Public schools are six times more racially diverse than are 

religious congregations.6 This means the potential is there but it is not utilized.  

                                                            
3 Pocock and Henriques, 11.  
 
4 The Book of Resolutions of the United Methodist Church. (Nashville: The United Methodist 

Publishing House, 2004), 215.  Number 76. 
 
5 Emerson, People of the Dream, 36.  
 
6 Ibid., 37. 
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The amazing part of the high rate of uniracial churches is that, there is no mandate 

to keep it so. As Emerson points out that even if some denominational leader, a bishop 

for example, had the power to command members to attend racially separate churches, 

the churches still would not be separate enough to gain a value of .90.7 Ninety percent 

would be a difficult feat. “But in the context of millions of people making choices year 

after year about which congregations to attend, such segregation values are astonishing.”8 

The mission of the church is to reach all persons with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 

The mission field is now at the front door. Instead of pushing progressively to reach this 

new field, the church, according to Alan Roxburgh, “is more concern about its security 

and survival than about missional engagement.”9 

In times past, and even today, the church keeps a dividing wall, if not of hostility, 

certainly of limited tolerance of other cultures. In some cases the walls were removed but 

replaced by a bridge that was only useful if those crossing were willing to assimilate into 

the dominant culture. Neither limited tolerance nor assimilation as means of relating to 

ethnic minority persons is acceptable anymore. “The various minority groups who make 

up this complex diversity are demanding to be accepted, understood, and appreciated for 

who they are,”10 not for how well they can become like the dominant culture.  

                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
7 Emerson, 41. The most extremely segregated cities in our nation’s history approach the .90 value 
 
8 Ibid. 
 
9 Alan Roxburgh, “Crossing the Bridge—Church Leadership in a Time of Change,” (Costa Mesa, 

California :Percept Group, Inc., 2000): 24, quoted in Eric H. F. Law, Sacred Acts, Holy Change: Faithful 
Diversity and Practical Transformation (St. Louis: Chalice, 2002), 13. 

 
10 Law, Sacred Acts, Holy Change, 11. 
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Society reflects the rich heritage of multiracial persons, created in the image of 

God. Local churches nationally do not reflect this beauty in race or culture.  What is true 

nationally is also true for United Methodist Church in North Alabama. In fact, we make 

the small number of multiracial churches that exist throughout the country look good. 

A majority of United Methodist congregations in North Alabama do not reflect 

the image of the kaleidoscope. According to the 2000 U.S. Census, the average 

population of counties11 making up the North Alabama Conference are 76% white, 

20.84% black, less than one percent each of Native Americans, Asians, and Pacific 

Islanders, 1% of persons of multi race and 2% of Hispanics identified in one of the racial 

groups.12 The task is for uniracial churches of any one race to take a second look at their 

surrounding and make a major effort to reach all persons, including those that are of a 

different race.  

Part of the church’s problem is that denominationally, people are satisfied 

worshipping with people racially like themselves. “The more successful a faith tradition 

is in terms of its overall number of adherents, the more segregated are its local 

assemblies.”13 The United Methodist Church finds itself in that situation at this time.  

The church in general and the United Methodist Church in particular can however 

do a better job of reflecting and enjoying God’s gift of diversity to humankind. I therefore 

believe we have a task to do and a God to glorify. The task is to reach the people in the 

community and reflect the diversity of the community. As Roy Sano challenges in his 

                                                            
11 See Appendix 1 - Alabama map with counties in North Alabama Conference shaded.  
 
12 See Appendix 3 - The census report of NAC counties 

 
 
13 Ibid., 46. 
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book, From Every Nation without Number: Racial and Ethnic Diversity in United 

Methodism, “The church on earth should reflect our vision of heaven as described in 

Revelation where there will be ‘a great multitude, which no one could count, from every 

nation and all tribes and peoples and tongues, standing before the throne and before the 

Lamb’(Rev. 7:9 NAS).”14  

This is not to suggest that every church has to be multiracial since each church is 

unique. Churches are encouraged to take the task of reaching all persons seriously and 

move beyond the traditional boundaries to holy spaces of openness. Multiracial churches 

cannot exist where there is only one racial group but many churches are in racially 

diverse communities. If the church is in an exclusive neighborhood, maybe there should 

be some conversation about that. The hope is real because of the diversity in population 

to make multiracial churches happen. Aided by the constitution, the American “ideals of 

equality have gradually shaped how we understand ourselves and allowed us to form a 

multicultural nation the likes of which exists nowhere else on earth.”15 This provides 

local churches the opportunity to participate not only in a multiracial and multicultural 

nation, but in multiracial churches with many cultures enhancing the worship and 

spiritual life of the congregation.   

Consistently throughout this project, I will push for local church action. In the 

United Methodist system, the local church is the primary place for ministry. The Book of 

Discipline of the United Methodist Church states in paragraph 201, “The local church 

                                                            
14 Roy I. Sano, From Every Nation Without Number: Racial and Ethnic Diversity in United 

Methodism (Nashville: Abingdon, 1982), 13. 
 
15 Barack Obama, The Audacity of Hope: Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream (New 

York: Vintage Books, 2006), 275. 
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provides the most significant arena through which disciple-making occurs . . . .”16 In 

paragraph 202, the Discipline states, “. . . The function of the local church, under the 

guidance of the Holy Spirit, is to help people to accept and confess Jesus Christ as Lord 

and Savior and to live their daily lives in light of their relationship with God. Therefore, 

the local church is to minister to [all] persons in the community where the church is 

located . . . .”17  

In North Alabama, the significant role of the local church is brought home in the 

vision statement of the North Alabama Conference. “The vision of the North Alabama 

Conference is ‘Every church challenged and equipped to grow more disciples of Jesus 

Christ by taking risks and changing lives.’”18 Growth takes place through people 

reaching all persons in the community. The vision is clear, any disciple making calls for 

taking risks. As we will see in later chapters, multiracial church is a challenging business 

but so is the call of Christ upon the lives of believers.  

 William H. Willimon, bishop of North Alabama Conference, calls the church into 

a new era. He writes: 

The way to be a more racially inclusive church is not through monitoring, 
slogans, or the election of bishops – it is by being more racially inclusive in our 
membership. The youthfulness of the growing racial ethnic diversity in the United 
States makes its impact even more significant for the future of an aging 
denomination. Our church’s vitality in the next century will be dependent upon its 
willingness and ability to respond to the changing face of America.19  

                                                            
16 The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church-2008 (Nashville: The United Methodist 

Publishing House, 2008), par. 430.1. 
 
17 Book of Discipline 2008, par. 202. 
 
18 "Call to Mission and Ministry," North Alabama Annual Conference 2007 Journal (2007), 5. 
 
19 William H. Willimon. "An Affirmative Action Plan for African American United Methodist." 

North Alabama Conference, January 19, 2009. 
http://www.norhtalabamaumc.org/bishop_column_detail.asp?TableName=oBishop_Sermons_Speeches_P
WLDXP&PKValue=224/ (accessed February 26, 2009). 
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Although Bishop Willimon was addressing the broad need to do a better job of 

reaching African Americans and other ethnic minority groups, and not dealing with 

multiracial congregation per se, the challenge remains the same. The church’s vitality 

will depend on how well we respond to the changing face of North America.  

With the world changing so fast that it makes the head spin, many church 

members go to the church for refuge and stability. According to Law, “the church 

becomes a place where they want to hold on to some semblance of certainty in a world of 

uncertainty, relativism, and pluralism.”20 The church should not get carried away with 

trying to please people at the risk of failing at its mission. The church is to respond in 

faith to the present and chart a new course for the future, a future filled with holy spaces. 

I see the path to multiracial churches as needing holy spaces, small opportunities 

in the church setting for interaction between persons from diverse background and races. 

This is a tall order as outlined in chapters three and four. It is no wonder there are not 

many multiracial churches to boast about in North Alabama and the United States. “It’s 

human nature to back away from an overwhelming task. So God’s strategy is to take us 

one step at a time. . . . If you have faith as a mustard seed, you can move mountains. Not 

necessarily all at once; sometimes a shovelful at a time. Don’t wait until you know 

exactly what to do. God’s soldiers take initiative.”21 

 
 
20 Law, Sacred Acts, Holy Change, 16. 
 
21 Spencer Perkins and Chris Rice, More Than Equals: Racial Healing for the Sake of the Gospel 

(Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press, 1993), 220. 



 

CHAPTER II 
 

THE CASE FOR DIVERSITY - Reasons why diversity makes sense 

As we noted in chapter one, many United Methodist churches at present live in 

their comfort zone of homogeneous communities. The numbers demonstrate that the 

church has not done a good job of reaching across racial lines. In this chapter and the 

next, we will wrestle with the challenges to multiracial church. This chapter makes the 

case why a church should consider moving from uniracial to multiracial. There are 

biblical, theological and practical reasons for diversity in the household of faith.  

Multiracial churches are in keeping with scripture and therefore should exist in 

obedience to God.  Yancey writes, “I do not believe that God intends most of the 

churches in a multiracial society to be monoracial [uniracial]. It was not this way in the 

early church. . . . In these churches, individuals of different cultures and classes 

worshiped together.”1 I am aware that people of faith approach scripture differently, as 

Adeney reminds us, “our own interpretation of Scriptures comes from a particular 

cultural context.”2 With this in mind and knowing that the people I reference and I do not 

have a lock on the understanding and application of God’s holy word, I invite each 

believer to wrestle with the passages uplifted below.    

                                                            
1 Yancey, 48. Yancey is referring to Howard Clark Kee, “Who are the People of God? Early 

Christian Models of Community” (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995). 
 
2 Bernard T. Adeney, Strange Virtues: Ethics in a Multicultural World (Downer's Grove: 

Intervarsity Press, 1995), 23.  

  13 
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The early Christians dreamed of a place where God would gather all the people 

from every nation and tribe to worship and enjoy God forever. John writes in Revelation 

7:9 “After this I looked, and there was a great multitude that no one could count, from 

every nation, from all tribes and people and languages, standing before the throne and 

before the lamb, robed in white, with palm  branches in their hands.”3 This passage is 

interesting in that “John hears the one hundred and forty-four thousand sealed, what he is 

an innumerable international crowd.”4 The multiracial church provides believers practice 

for the future but also breaks the future into our here and now.  

The multiracial church finds biblical support in the eschatological future noted 

above, and in the historic and prophetic past such as the story of Moses. McSpadden 

points out to us that Moses crossed ethnic, cultural and class lines when he took over the 

leadership of Israel. She notes that God used Moses, a Hebrew raised by Egyptians and 

married to a Cushite (black African Woman). He belonged neither to the Hebrews nor the 

Egyptians but was instrumental in the formation of God’s chosen people.5 God has a 

sense of humor even in difficult times. God took the one that belonged to no one and 

made him the leader of the redemptive work.  

Multiracial church is based on who God is and who God’s people are called to be. 

Who is God? God is love.6 God loves all people and the church needs to follow God’s 

                                                            
3 Scripture quotations in this work (unless otherwise stated) are from the Wesley Study Bible: New 

Revised Study Bible (Nashville: Abingdon, 2009). 

4 Wesley Study Bible, notes for Revelation 7:9, 1544.  
 
5 Lucia Ann McSpadden, Meeting God at the Boundaries: Cross-Cultural—Cross-Racial  

Clergy Appointments (Nashville: General Board of Higher Education and Ministry, the United Methodist 
Church, 2003), 5. 
 

6 1 John 4:8. 
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example. 1 John 4: 11-12 instructs the believer, “Beloved, since God loved us so much, 

we also ought to love one another. No one has ever seen God; if we love one another, 

God lives in us, and God's love is perfected in us.” The multiracial church opens up 

opportunity to love across racial and cultural lines. Because of the possibilities of 

misunderstanding in spite of good intentions, it takes a lot of love to have mutual respect 

and love for the other.  

If the multiracial church is not grounded in the love of God, the challenges 

become insurmountable. God provides us a foundation grounded in the act of God and 

witnessed by the early disciples of Jesus. John, the disciple of Jesus wrote, “For God so 

loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in Him may not 

perish but have eternal life” (John 3:16). When God came to the world in Jesus, God 

made Godself vulnerable in order to demonstrate how much God loves us. The 

participants in the multiracial church make themselves vulnerable to misunderstanding 

and miscommunication just by being a part of an inclusive group.  

The God who came to us in Jesus gave this assignment to the church. The Gospel 

of Matthew recorded these words, “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, 

baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, and teaching 

them to obey everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you 

always to the end of the age” (Matthew 28:19 & 20). “Many Christians and local 

churches have . . . faithfully responded to Christ’s Great Commission in Matthew 28:19-

20, sending missionaries around the globe, but they have not always been so diligent or 

even friendly when the peoples of the world have come to their neighborhood!”7 

                                                            
7 Pocock and Henriques, 16-17.  
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To be a witness to Jesus is to share the good news with “those who do not know 

about the love and mercy of God. Then, let that love flow from us to them in tangible 

ways that bless their lives, lift their burdens, and encourage their hearts.”8 Disciples 

cannot be detached witnesses going to other neighborhood to preach and not expecting 

the ones evangelized to follow them back to the church.  Implicit in the going to spread 

the good news is that relationship between the disciples and the people of Jerusalem, 

people of Samaria, people of every ethnic group, people to the ends of the earth will be in 

relationship.  

Vision of future kingdom, observation of God’s liberating act in Moses, 

empowerment that comes from the love of God, and Jesus’ commission to the church are 

all reasons to push forth with the multiracial church. The early church attempted to live 

out this high calling as recorded throughout the Book of Acts. It is fitting to begin with 

the events of Pentecost.  

“When the day of Pentecost had come, they were all together in one place. . . . All 

of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages, as the 

Spirit gave them ability. Now there were devout Jews from every nation under heaven 

living in Jerusalem. And at this sound the crowd gathered and was bewildered, because 

each one heard them speaking in the native language of each” (Acts 2:1-6). If Pentecost 

was not the birth of the church as Willimon contends,9 and I concur, it certainly was at 

least an inaugural event. “At Pentecost the power of God, made manifest at the 

                                                            
8 Marvin A. McMickle, Preaching to the Black Middle Class: Words of Challenge, Words of Hope 

(Valley Forge: Judson, 2000), 32. 

9 William H. Willimon, Acts (Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching 
(Atlanta: John Knox, 1988), 28. Willimon sees Easter as the birthday of the church, even of Pentecost. I 
would also add that there would not be a Christmas without the Easter resurrection.  
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resurrection and ascension of Christ, is bestowed upon the people of God.”10 This 

outpouring of the power of God is upon a multiethnic, multilingual, cross-cultural, 

diverse people at an early morning revival meeting. The Pentecost story as recorded in 

Acts 2:1-11 is a story of diversity. “Pentecost . . . provided the ideal image of how people 

from different cultural backgrounds should be able to live together.”11  

Pentecost marked the beginning of the church through inauguration or birth. “The 

first church at Pentecost was born during a Jewish celebration in the city that was at the 

very heart of the Jewish faith. When the followers of Jesus shared the Good News in the 

different languages of all gathered, many wanted to join in this new fellowship rather 

than run away.”12  

Law reminds us that there is a two in one miracle taking place here. One is the 

miracle of action, disciples speaking in other languages. The other side of the miracle is 

passive, the listener knew that the disciples were speaking in Galilean but were open to 

hearing in their language.13 The multiracial church has to be spirit lead and it does take 

many miracles to maneuver these waters. It takes not only speaking but appreciating 

those whose culture place some emphasis on listening.  

According to Law, “The church, ever since Pentecost has strived for this ideal but 

never quite accomplished it.”14 One thing can be said, the early church sure worked hard 

                                                            
10 Willimon, Acts, 28. 
 
11 Eric H. F. Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell with the Lamb: a Spirituality for Leadership in a 

Multicultural Community (St. Louis: Chalice, 1993), 46. 
 
12 Nibs Stroupe and Caroline Leach, O Lord, Hold Our Hands: How a Church Thrives in a 

Multicultural World (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2003), 108. 
 
13 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 46. 
 
14 Ibid. 
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at it. The early Christian churches were diverse communities of faith. “They had people 

in them from every corner of the Roman Empire and beyond.”15 The very birth or 

inaugural event of the church reflected both the dream and the reality of God’s plan for 

the church. “Fourteen different nationalities are mentioned by Luke as being present on 

the day of Pentecost—a sure sign of what the Holy Spirit intended to do in drawing 

people from every tongue and nation into the body of Christ worldwide.”16 

By the time one gets to chapter 10 of Acts, Peter is confronted with his own 

ethnocentric limitations. Peter is offered food from heaven but he would not accept it 

because he felt the meal had unclean animals in it. Between the experience of rejecting 

the meal and the visit from the men sent by Cornelius, the Roman gentile, Peter is able to 

figure out that God is in the business of bringing diverse people together. In fact, Peter 

got so on board with the program that he invited the men from Cornelius to spend the 

night and then he went the next day and visited with Cornelius. One can sense a 

relationship building here. “God made sure that Peter would not be free to introduce his 

desire for segregation into the growing church.”17 

Peter testified in Acts 10:34-36, “. . . I truly understand that God shows no 

partiality, but in every nation anyone who fears him and does what is right is acceptable 

to him.” By understanding clearly that God is no respecter of person and by acting on this 

inclination, building relationship with the “other” and preaching in their midst, the same 

                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
15 Pocock and Henriques, 9. 
 
16 Ibid. 
 
17 Yancey, 49. 
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Holy Spirit “fell upon all [Gentiles] who heard the word.” They spoke in tongues and 

were baptized.18  

The gospel continued to spread throughout the Gentile world. The early church, 

coming out of a subjugating system brought in a new reality. The believers declared that 

“there is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free, there is no longer male 

and female; for all are one in Christ Jesus.” (Galatians 3:28). The new reality can be a 

part of the twenty-first century American Christianity. Of course, it is not enough to 

quote some scripture passages and bring people to accept mentally that multiracial 

churches flow out of God’s marvelous diversity. “It will require a fundamental shift in 

belief systems and in organizational practices.”19 

The biblical and theological basis for multiracial church aligns itself with 

practical Christianity. The United States, including Alabama is a multicultural society 

that provides opportunity for churches to respond to this new reality. If the church 

continues to reject the message of inclusion, the practice of exclusion or separation will 

severely weaken the church’s mission. The result is that the church will have little 

relevance to our multicultural world.20 

In addition to the theological basis flowing out of the Biblical principles for 

multiracial churches, there is also the practical Christianity that supports the creation and 

sustenance of multiracial churches.  Yancey suggests some practical advantages of 

multiracial churches. The environment has changed with many people more comfortable 

                                                            
18 Acts 10:44-48. 
 
19 DeYoung et al., 149. 

20 McSpadden, 1.  
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with multiracial environments. There is an increase in the number of interracial families. 

This makes the multiracial church a prime target when they are looking for a church 

home. Multiracial churches are contributing to racial reconciliation in the nation. Often, 

the church has been a part of the problem of racism, the multiracial church stands over 

against that history.21 “Often without knowing they are doing so, the people of 

multiracial congregations break down racial barriers and help reduce racial inequality.”22 

 It seems to me that the lack of diversity is something to think about and pray 

about. Would we be having this discussion were it not for the social stigma created by 

racism and the desire for wealth that led to the oppression of one group of people over 

another? I do not believe so. From a biblical, theological and practical point of view, 

there are good reasons to pursue multiracial church ministry. There are challenges to 

multiracial churches and it would be good to be aware of them. Let us begin with the 

racial challenge. 

 
21 Yancey, 41-47. 
 
22 Emerson, 165. 
 



 

CHAPTER III 
 

THE RACIAL CHALLENGE - Church racial history affects present relations 

There are challenges that confront the local multiracial congregation, even when a 

church or individual is convinced of the sound basis for multiracial church and feel equal 

to the task. Two major challenges are the racial and cultural challenges. I have argued in 

chapter one that the task we have as Christians and United Methodists living in a racially 

diverse nation is to create multiracial congregations whose ministry reflect the diversity 

of culture present in the diversity of the races. Racial diversity is a positive. In chapter 

two, I provided the biblical and theological principles that would undergird a change in 

thinking to move from uniracial to multiracial church. In both of these chapters, I 

presented multiple races living out their Christian call together as a positive ideal.  

If racial diversity is positive, then what is the reason it is also listed as a 

challenge? It is my experience, in regards to race and culture that that which is positive 

and good can also challenge. Race is a challenge because of the history of race relations, 

because of the church’s role in race relations and because of societal myths propagated by 

a dominant culture. In addition, part of the challenge is that some churches have a 

difficult time dealing with difficulties associated with race, social class, and ethnic 

heritage. They are like “oil and water.”1  

                                                            
1 Charles R. Foster, Embracing Diversity: Leadership in Multicultural Congregation (Alban 

Institute, 1997), 2. 
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 The history of racial interaction is a troubled history of mistreatment and 

oppression. My own heritage is a product of the troubled past in which my enslaved 

ancestors in America gained their freedom, fled the United States, went to West Africa 

and took other people’s land and made Liberia a country.   

 The challenge for the multiracial church is that while current issues are more 

important than the past and while relationships are built not on heritage but on mutual 

respect and trust between individuals, the slate is not blank and history lingers in the 

background. We do not need to dwell on it but we do need to be aware of it. We are 

saddened by the evil things that did not have to happen, strengthened by the courage of 

persons who were on the side of truth and justice, and appreciative of how far we have 

come and hopeful of the beautiful future that is ahead.    

 Immigrants founded the United States of America. The Native Americans had 

migrated here earlier and a long time ago. “Early settlers in America were driven by 

several motives. Some came seeking freedom from the rule of the English Crown. Some 

were motivated by the ideals of a new government with input from its citizenry. . . . 

Almost from the beginning, the South was largely motivated by the possibilities of 

commerce and economics.”2  

 Today, the nation is home to immigrants from many parts of the world. Some 

came in droves depending on political, social and economic situations in their home 

country, while others trickled in. Depending on the part of the country one looks at, one 

may find a high percentage of Hispanic-American, Asian-American, African-American, 

European-American, among others. European American is in majority although that is 

                                                            
2 Marilyn Magee Talbert, The Past Matters: A Chronology of African Americans in the United 

Methodist Church (Nashville: Discipleship Resources, 1989), 19. 
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fast changing. One cannot realistically talk about the racial challenge in North Alabama 

without looking at the history of African-Americans to the dominant culture.  

 Africans did not begin the relation with America as enslaved people. “Africans 

were hired to accompany a number of exploring expeditions, particularly with the 

Spaniards. Later, among the first settlers to arrive on American shores were Africans who 

were indentured servants rather than slaves.”3  

Europeans began enslaving Africans around 1300. The slave trappers used these 

persons for raising sugarcane on the Mediterranean Islands. It is estimated that eight 

million to twenty-five million persons were carried away from their homes in Africa and 

enslaved in the western world.4 Slavery became a part of the American way of life in 

some states. At the end of the Eighteenth Century, seven of the original colonies were 

technically “free states” while six were slave holding states. As states were added to the 

Union, some came in as “free states” and others as slave states. Alabama came in as one 

of the slave states.5 Slavery became a major part of Alabama’s economy and way of life.  

Not only did the white Christian Churches acquiesce in the face of slavery and 

segregation, in many cases they participated in creating the justification for suppression 

of one race over another. The book, Slave Religion: the Invisible Institution in the 

Antebellum South by Raboteau, would be a fascinating read if not for the sad state of the 

dominant churches and the challenge that black people faced in wanting to be Christians. 

He writes, “Increasingly, slavery was not only accepted as an economic fact of life, but 

                                                            
3 Talbert, 20. 
 
4 Ibid., 17-18 
 
5 Ibid., 37. 
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defended as a positive good, sanctioned by Scripture and capable of producing a 

Christian social order based on the observance of mutual duty, slave to master and master 

to slave.”6 

There were many pamphlets and literature produced to be used on the mission 

field of slave plantations. According to a pamphlet published in 1823 by an Episcopal 

clergyman, the aim of most literature was “to show from Scripture of the Old and New 

Testament, that slavery is not forbidden by the Divine Law: and at the same time to prove 

the necessity of giving religious instructions to the Negroes.”7 

 Not only has society struggled with race relations but also has the church. To take 

a closer look at race relations in the Methodist Church, we begin with the comment from 

Talbert that “African-Americans were part of the movement from its beginning.”8 As 

early as 1770, “Methodist itinerants frequently commented on the presence of blacks in 

their congregations.”9 John Wesley sent Francis Asbury to the church in America.  In 

“1771, Francis Asbury came to America to Strengthen Methodist societies. Asbury was 

in favor of emancipation and led the Methodist movement against slavery. Asbury was 

active in the lives of Methodist flock, preaching in all-Negro crowds, mixed crowds, and 

all-white crowds.”10 Asbury had encouraged Harry Hosier, his black assistant, to exhort 

before mixed and black congregations. After 1800, black religious class leaders were 

                                                            
6 Albert J. Raboteau, Slave Religion: The Invisible Institution in the Antebellum South (Oxford: 

Oxford University) 1978, 152. 
 
7 Ibid, 154. 
 
8 Talbert, 25 
 
9 Raboteau, 130. 
 
10 Talbert, 27. 
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seen as a threat and as potential leaders of conspiracy.11 Even though John Wesley 

disapproved of slavery, by 1774 “there were signs that the Methodist Movement was 

retreating on the slavery issue. The rule against traveling preachers owning slaves was 

cancelled for four states in the South.”12 

As noted earlier, blacks and whites attended worship services together. More 

often than not, there was segregated seating and the blacks were treated as second class 

Christians. This type of behavior in the church led to some blacks leaving historically 

white churches. The African Methodist Episcopal church came out of one such 

withdrawal. On an historic Sunday in 1778, Richard Allen, Absalom Jones and a small 

assembly of less than 50 African Americans walked out of St. George Methodist Church 

due to gross indignities they could no longer endure. Out of this action came the African 

Methodist Episcopal Church with Richard Allen as the first bishop.13  

The negative attitude from many of our white siblings in Christ led to the creation 

of historically black churches in many denominations. The church stayed in touch with 

the people and God as they kept individual and community salvation in tension. Barack 

Obama says it well when he writes: 

I was drawn to the African American religious tradition to spur social change. Out 
of necessity, the black church rarely had the luxury of separating individual 
salvation from collective salvation. It had to serve as the center of the 
community’s political, economic, and social as well as spiritual life; it understood 

                                                            
 
11 Dena J. Epstein, Sinful Tunes and Spirituals: Black Folk Music to the Civil War (Chicago: 

University of Illinois Press, 1977), 194. 
 
12 Talbert, 28. 
 
13 Raymond Blanks, "Conversion, Covenant, Commitment and Change," in Ending Racism in the 

Church, ed. Susan Davies and Sister Paul Teresa Hennessee Davies (Cleveland: United Church, 1998), 
101. 
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the biblical call to feed the hungry and clothe the naked and challenge powers and 
principalities.14 
 
 In spite of attitude in some churches, many African-Americans remain in the 

Methodist Church. “In 1786, the first year in which Methodists distinguished white and 

black members in their records, there were 1,890 black members out of a total 

membership of 18,791. By 1790 the number of black Methodists had increased to 11,682 

and in 1797 the black membership stood at 12,215 or almost one-fourth of the total 

Methodist membership.”15 The majority were in Maryland, Virginia and North 

Carolina.16 Even though some blacks had left the church, the practice of segregated 

seating continued. Talbert writing of the year 1835, “. . . African Americans continued to 

worship with whites even though they had to occupy separate seating designated for them 

by the whites.”17  

There seems to have been a struggle on what to do with the black people that were 

responding to the good news of Jesus and deciding to live their faith through the 

Methodist Church. This question of what to do with black people in the church came to a 

head in 1844 resulting in a split in the church. The split was precipitated by Bishop James 

O. Andrew’s ownership of a slave. “Apparently sometime between 1840 and 1844 the 

bishop had been bequeathed a young slave girl, Kitty. She was to be held until she was 

old enough to be sent to Liberia…. The bishop also later received a male slave….”18 In 

                                                            
14 Obama, 245. 
 
15 Raboteau, 131. 
  
16 Ibid., 131. Black membership in the Methodist church was Maryland, 5,106; Virginia, 2490; 
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17 Talbert, 44.  
 
18 Ibid., 47-48. 
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1844 the General Conference resolved that the bishop could not carry out the 

responsibilities of a bishop until he found a way to rid himself of these enslaved persons. 

“This action precipitated the grand split of the church and a plan of separation proposed 

by fifty-two southern delegates was adopted.”19 The split produced the Methodist 

Episcopal and Methodist Episcopal South.  

History tells us that the Methodist church prior to 1845 and after included large 

number of black members. These members were part of the regular stations, circuits and 

missions. The church “regularly licensed black men as exhorters and local preachers. . . . 

Methodist quarterly conferences admitted black exhorter and preachers.”20 The church 

has come a long way from those days when according to John Dixon, a Methodist 

minister, black licensed preachers, seeking renewal of license annually had, “‘no voice in 

voting for one another, or for others.’ Thus, he concluded, “even in the midst of their 

brethren, they are made to feel that they are not in Christ Jesus.”21 

Wrong Side of History and Justice 

In every generation, indeed every day, Christians and non-Christians alike have to 

decide what story to produce and what history to leave behind. Some people have the 

tendency to go along in order to get along with the majority and reap the benefits of 

unjust decisions. Some live to regret it, others die and leave the consequences behind and 

the mess for others to pick up.  
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Maybe not more than anyone else, but Methodists history in the South suggest 

that the church had a knack for picking the wrong side of history in support of unjust 

systems. On the slavery question, the church in the South preferred to go with the times, I 

guess, and to go with what was popular in this part of the country. The church decided to 

support the continued enslavement of African Americans, resulting in the split in the 

church.    

The schisms relieved some of the anxiety among slaveholders that the churches 

were sympathetic to abolitionism. As Methodist bishop, John Early reported to the editor 

of the Southern Christian Advocate in 1856, “‘until the Church was divided between 

North and South, planters were opposed to the Methodist ministry among their slaves 

because of the constant agitation on the subject of slavery.’”22 Methodists were given 

free hand because they could be counted upon not to rock the boat. “John Wesley was an 

ardent opponent of slavery. Many of the leaders of early American Methodism shared his 

hatred for this form of human bondage.”23 The church strayed away from Wesley’s 

opposition to slavery and the slaveholders gave them access to plantations.  

In 1939, the schism was repaired with the, “formation of the Methodist Church, 

union of the Methodist Episcopal Churches North and South and the Methodist Protestant 

Church.”24 Because the church could not keep slavery in place, the church insisted on 

supporting separate and unequal system throughout society, including in the church. The 

church got it wrong again. As a part of the Union, the church created a separate 
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Jurisdiction for the black members. “The racially structured Central Jurisdiction …was 

nearly unanimously opposed by Black Methodist!”25 It was not until 1972 that there was 

an end to Central Jurisdiction Conferences with black churches becoming part of the 

geographical not segregated conferences.26  

Meanwhile, as the civil rights movement picked up steam in Alabama, the church 

had many opportunities to get on the right side of history, justice and peace. Again, the 

church preferred to be flour of society’s bread instead of the yeast in the bread of society, 

agitating for change. According to McWhorter, persons of radical white right wing 

persuasion turned to the church for support. “Methodism was the quintessential and most 

popular denomination.”27 Among Methodism face to the world and the African American 

community was Sid Smyer, a staunch Methodist.  

He had organized a militantly segregationist lay Methodist group as a sort of 
spiritual auxiliary to his main show, the American States Rights Association, its 
purpose to fight back against the national church officers’ endorsement of Brown. 
. . . Later, in the Spring of 1959, Smyer’s old ad hoc Methodist organization was 
revived, in more rabid form, as the Methodist Layman’s Union (MLU). Some 1, 
800 lay Methodists from around Alabama and Florida met in March at 
Birmingham’s Highland’s Methodist Church to resolve that integration was a 
‘betrayal of unborn generations and a monstrous crime against civilization.’ The 
MLU would prompt the New York Times to pronounce Birmingham the epic 
center of ‘Christian’ racislm. . . The best known Methodist layman at the meeting 
was Bull Connor.28 
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Gilbert Caldwell is clear in laying the responsibility of injustice at the feet of 

church people, good folks. He writes, “Our painful and negative history in this land, and 

within the institutions of this land (particularly the church), would not and could not have 

occurred if “good people” had not used scripture, conformity to cultural folkways and 

mores, and silent consent to subjugate a people.”29 

Not all (white) United Methodist Christian yielded to Bull Connor, the church and 

a society that insisted on keeping black people oppressed. There were those in the church 

who opposed Bull Connor and what he stood for. One of those people was Tommy 

Reeves, a Birmingham Southern ministerial student. At a meeting of the Methodist 

Layman Union, he told Bull Connor and those gathered that there were no slaves in 

Christianity and that what they were doing was not right. “Within two days, the MLU had 

him fired from the small Methodist church he pastored.”30  He worked with Miles 

College Students to host “round-the-clock prayer demonstration—a Vigil for Freedom. . . 

.”31 

Unlike Tommy Reeves, some prominent Christian and Jewish clergymen decided 

to publicly condemn Dr. King and the marchers and congratulate the police department 

with an open letter to King. Those days were trying days in Alabama with marches, 

bombings, imprisonment of demonstrators, fire hoses, beatings and more. “In April King 

wrote a letter to them while in jail. . . Evoking the prophets of old, King spoke as a pastor 
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to fellow pastors, chiding them for their lack of compassion, their failure of nerve; above 

all, their inability to be the bold leaders the church deserved.”32 

In the letter famously called now, Letter from Birmingham Jail, King wrote, “I 

came to Birmingham with the hope that the white religious leadership of this community 

would see the justice of our cause and, with deep moral concern, would serve as the 

channel through which our just grievances could reach the power structure. I had hoped 

that each of you would understand. But again I have been disappointed.”33 

According to the Birmingham News, May 31, 1961, Bishop Nolan B. Harmon 

had this to say about the work of the civil rights movement, 

“We have not dealt fairly with the negro in the south, my brethren. God 
knows we have not. I speak as a Mississippian, born and bred in that sister state.  
We do long for justice and peace between man and man. But I am convinced that 
the way to achieve this is not in some sudden assault by vast outside powers 
crashing into the mores and long established customs of a great people. Neither 
will it come about by the well-meaning, but misdirected forays of outsiders.” 

“It will come, and come only by the slow, slow, slow process of time in 
which the good and upright and forward looking people of our South and nation, 
uncoerced by power, but impelled by their spirit, shall do away with inequity and 
establish what is the good. God give us, and our children’s children the will to see 
that day.”34 
 

It is worth noting that in 1968, the United Methodist Church was created. It 

“represents the confluence of three streams of tradition: Methodism, the Church of the 

United Brethren in Christ and the Evangelical Association.”35 It is to this community that 
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the United Methodist Churches in North Alabama belong and that is challenged to 

overcome the history of the past.  

Certain myths and metaphors are propagated in society making race relations 

difficult. It appears to me that the myths and metaphors affect the relations between 

peoples and how people are judged at the subconscious level. When I use the term myth 

in this project, I am using it to refer to “a popular belief or tradition that has grown up 

around something or someone; especially: one embodying the ideals and institutions of a 

society or segment of society  b: an unfounded or false notion.”36 In order to strengthen 

race relations, people of good will, will have to confront society’s myth, “Something that 

is popularly thought to be true but is not.”37 Some myths and metaphors are given a free 

pass because they are so much a part of our culture.  

Dark is Not Evil 

A metaphor is a means of speaking about one thing as though it were another.38 

Metaphor of dark representing evil and black representing sin is prevalent in the public 

discourse of our society. This metaphoric language is present in the stories we tell, the 

songs we sing, the wise sayings we share and it is used to institutionalize the subjugation 

of a people, even when people are not conscious of what they are doing. When the stock 

markets crashed, regardless of the year, it is a Black Monday, or Black Tuesday or Black 
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Thursday.39 When a member of the family acts terrible, the person is the black sheep of 

the family. When there is a color needed to represent sin, black is used.  

 The authors of the Inclusive Language Lectionary are sensitive to the role of 

language in human relationships and mythology. This is their commitment: “While the 

biblical context may be free from racist intent, the too-easy misconception that dark 

people are also condemned and to be avoided has led to the use in this lectionary of 

terminology other than ‘darkness’ and ‘white’ as metaphors for what is either condemned 

or loved by God.”40 I was thrilled to know that others understood the role and value of 

language in race relations.  

The New Testament imagery of light versus darkness is often used to contrast 
good with evil. The equation of darkness with evil . . . has led some persons and 
groups to condemn and reject anything that is black or any dark-hued person as 
evil or somehow condemned by God. This color symbolism has its equally 
inaccurate and unfortunate correlative in the equation of light with white—with 
what is true, good, and loved by God.41  
 

As we have done with inclusive language in the area of gender, we will have to break out 

of the mold of dark for evil and white for pure if we hope to change the feeling of people 

at a subconscious level.  

Notion of White Supremacy 

In certain quarters of our society, there is the false belief of white superiority and 

white supremacy. White supremacy is a myth.  It is unfortunate that some “white people 

have been taught and have accepted the idea that they are superior to all others, that other 
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‘races’ are not like them, that other races will dilute them and weaken them and bring 

them harm.”42 

In 1947, the United Methodist Council of Bishops declared the notion of white 

supremacy incompatible with our Christian faith. The Council wrote, “The notion of 

white supremacy is a belief that the white race is inherently superior to all other races and 

should dominate other races politically, economically and socially. It bears a striking 

resemblance to the phrase ‘master race,’ so frequently heard on the lips of the Nazis. It 

cannot stand…the indictment of the Christian faith. It is an idea against which millions of 

Americans fought a World War, and many died.”43 There is no superior race. We are all 

humans together and if we work together, the world can be a much better place.   

Relationship Removes Fear 

There is a myth, a false notion, that white people are afraid of other ethnic 

minority persons. Some people are of the opinion that whites are afraid of other ethnic 

minority persons because of their race. For example, in relating the story of Oakhurst 

Presbyterian, Stroupe says that the “fear generated by race has dominated our national 

life since the European beginnings of our nation. Neighborhoods continue to be 

determined by the fear in the hearts of white people about living in the presence of black 

people and Latino people.”44 I believe his line that says, “White people see other cultures 

                                                            
42 Stroupe and Leach, O Lord, Hold Our Hands, 41-42. 
 
43 “Address of the Council of Bishops,” Daily Christian Advocate, April 27, 1944, 27, 28; Frank L 

Robertson, “White Supremacy—Master RCE,” WCA, February 15, 1947, 6. quoted in Politics and 
Religion in the White South, ed. Glenn Feldman (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2005), 131. 

 
44 Stroupe and Leach, 1 (emphasis added). 
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as a severe threat to their way of life,”45 is more accurate for some white brothers and 

sisters. Certainly, any individual can be afraid of another individual depending on the 

circumstances but to declare one race as fearful of another is a myth. If fear were based 

on race, then ethnic minority persons would be the ones with the most reason to fear 

since historically that group has been the ones mistreated.  

Poor relationship between the races in the past resulted in a legal ban on 

interracial marriage in Alabama. As recently as 2000, George Bush defeated Al Gore in 

the presidential election in Alabama. In that same election, there was a referendum on 

removal of ban on interracial marriage as stated in the 1901 Alabama constitution. “The 

amendment passed 60 to 40. … Statewide, only 44 percent of white voters supported 

removal of the ban . . . .”46 It seems to me that improve relationship led to the removal of 

the ban on interracial marriage. The good news is that 44 percent of white voters 

supported the removal of the band. The bad news is that only 44 percent of white voters 

supported the removal. Regardless of how one reads this result and other actions in 

society, good people have to continue to work for strong ties between all peoples and 

remove fear for any reason.   

Walk Together Children 

The challenging bad news makes it sound as though all European Americans or 

all white people were not doing right. That was not the case. As Dr. King noted, black 

people cannot walk alone. No people can walk alone. The United Methodist Women gave 

                                                            
45 Stroupe and Leach, 41-42 (emphasis added). 
 
46 Natalie M. Davis, "The Mercedes and the Pine Tree: Modernism and Traditionalism in 

Alabama," in Politics and Religion in the White South, ed. Glenn Feldman (Lexington: University Press of 
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cause for celebration and hope even in difficult past. Manis states that, “since antebellum 

times, Christian activism among white Southern women found expression, at least to the 

extent allowed by the male heads of their households, in mission work among the 

slaves.”47 The women continued their work among black people into the 1920’s and 

beyond. They were practical in their response to the needs. “A south Georgia Methodist 

women group provided for blacks a public rest room, a clinic, a nurse, a playground, and 

day care facilities.”48 These are examples of the practical nature of their work. 

In time, the Methodist women became vocal in their support for human rights for 

black people and against segregation. “In sharp contrast to general public opinion in the 

South, and to the generally cautious tone by the bishops, the Woman’s Division in 1944 

became the first agency within Methodism to declare segregation as evil.49 The women 

kept the pressure on the church, “becoming the first Methodist organization formally to 

call for the abolition of the Central Jurisdiction. Their memorial asked the 1948 General 

Conference to ‘take such steps as may be necessary to abolish this pattern of segregation 

in the Methodist Church.’”50 

Northwoods United Methodist, a European American church that became 

multiracial attributes some of the openness to diversity to the extensive involvement of 

the women of the church in the denominational women’s programs. Foster quotes a 

                                                            
47 Andrew M. Manis, "City Mothers: Dorothy Tilly, Georgia Methodist Women, and Black Civil 

Rights," in Politics and Religion in the White South, ed. Glenn Feldman (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 2005), 135. 

48 Ibid., 136.  
 
49 Journal, Annual Report of the Women’s Division, 1943-1944, 189 referred to in Manis, 136. 
 
50 Manis, 137, citing Knotts, “Bound by the Spirit,” 137-138 (citing journal, Sixth Annual 

Meeting, November 27—December 3, 1945, 14), 141; Journal of the General Conference of the Methodist 
Church, 1948, 1093, 1096, 1099. 
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woman as saying, even if overstated, “‘the most subversive organizations in the South 

have been United Methodist women and Baptist women groups,’ whose active support of 

improved race relations has ‘done the most to change southern society.’”51 

Manis detailed some of the work of Dorothy Tilly, a white woman who worked 

aggressively in the South for rights of black people. She started an organization called 

Fellowship of the Concerned and served on the president’s Committee on Civil Rights. 

She led women in boycotting the businesses of Klan members and raised money to 

rebuild the school for black children when it was burned. She believed that there were 

always good people in the South eager to help and improve race relations.52 In the spirit 

of the Methodist Women like Dorothy Tilly, we press forward in hopes of better days.  

The twenty-first century provides a new day for race relations. It is unfortunate 

that Sunday morning worship remains highly segregated. It is disappointing that the 

statement remains true for most churches on Sunday morning. The church has to move 

from tolerating diversity to embracing the uniqueness of every person and culture. Poor 

history of race relations is a challenge but we can overcome the past by working on 

creating holy spaces for the future.  

Even though the past was not so long ago, God can redeem the past by giving all 

of us a new future. Usually when we think historical challenge, we think the momentous 

events noted above but those events are just part of the story, the individual stories of 

God working with people are what will make the difference in the long run as we chart a 

new history. Spencer Perkins Mom is one of those individual stories and she’s not going 

                                                            
51 Charles R. Foster and Theodore Brelsford, We Are the Church Together: Cultural Diversity in 
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to let the past determine her future. At one of their multiracial workshops, she recounted 

painful memories:  

There were those civil rights days in Mendenhall, when every morning as she 
turned the turned the car key, she wondered if the car might blow up. ‘But I’m not 
angry anymore’ she said. Then there was the time her husband was nearly beaten 
to death by white patrolmen, ‘But still I’m not angry anymore,’ Mrs. Perkins 
repeated. Finally, she told us how as a girl, she and her family hauled up to the 
Mississippi Delta’s cotton fields, ‘like cattle,’ she said, to pick cotton on the 
plantations owned by whites. ‘But you know I’m not angry anymore.’53 

 

 In the famous “I Have a Dream” speech, Dr. King challenged the nation to walk 

together and cautioned black people not to let the history that we have outlined lead to a 

mistrust of all white people. “Again and again we must rise to the majestic heights of 

meeting physical force with soul force. The marvelous new militancy which has engulfed 

the Negro community must not lead us to a distrust of all white people, for many of our 

white brothers, as evidenced by their presence here today, have come to realize that their 

destiny is tied up with our destiny. They have come to realize that their freedom is 

inextricably bound to our freedom. We cannot walk alone.”54 

Reflection 

This chapter demonstrates the need for the church to be intentional about bridging 

the racial divides. The church failed in many cases in being the church, and followed the 

loudest voices in subjugating others. I wonder how history will judge the church’s 

response to Latino immigrants in our era.  

                                                            
53 Perkins and Rice, More Than Equals, 198. 
 
54 Luther King Martin, Jr., The I Have a Dream Speech - The U.S. Constitution Online. 1964, 
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Even though racial attitude and misunderstanding, even prejudice, can be a 

challenge for the multiracial community, the challenge is itself a blessing. It offers 

opportunity for reconciliation and healing from the past. “Reconciliation is a spiritual 

concept. . . . Reconciliation is when white Christians and black Christians [and the shades 

between] recognizing their need for each other. It is seeking from each other ways to 

demonstrate this love to each other, to our children and to the unbelieving world.”55 I 

would add that reconciliation will have to go beyond the church to people of other faiths 

but multiracial Christianity living in holy spaces is a good place to start, seeing how 

difficult even that can be.    

 
55 Perkins and Rice, 128. 



 

CHAPTER IV 
 

THE CULTURAL CHALLENGE – The Church allows cultural differences attributed to 
ethnicity and race to restrict its diversity 

What kind of music or food does a person like? Some people like food that is 

spicy, while others like sweet and sour. All these “taken for granted” things are 

influenced by ones culture. According to Hall, to the anthropologists “culture has long 

stood for the way of life of a people, for the sum of their learned behavior patterns, 

attitudes, and material things.”1 It is worth noting that “most of the time when we use the 

word culture, we mean the kinds of things that we see and hear: music, dance, food and 

art, etc. These are only the external cultural traits that are articulated and observable.”2 

Those patterns of behavior and attitudes go beyond what people can see.  

Society assigns cultural preferences to each racial or ethnic group and it becomes 

a part of that group’s identity. The United States has many different competing cultures 

represented by many different ethnic and racial groups. This diversity is true for North 

Alabama as well, even though blacks and whites make up the bulk of the population.  

Each racial category has multiple ethnic groups within them with their own 

cultures. “It is a known fact that ethnic cultures differ from each other to varying 

                                                            
1 Edward T. Hall, The Silent Language (New York: Anchor Books, 1959, 1981), 20. 

2Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 5. 
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degrees.”3 From the things I’ve read, it gets even more complicated in that cultures are 

not limited to ethnicity. Male or female, young and old, rich or poor, and other categories 

contribute to cultural diversity. What is a church that is diverse or seeks to be culturally 

diverse going to do with worship, administration, fellowship, community approach to the 

world and a host of other things influenced by one’s cultural perspective? It is no wonder 

that respondents to the “Diversity in the Church Survey” agree or strongly agree that 

cultural differences are a major challenge to racial diversity in the church (27 percent 

strongly agree and 61.9 percent agree).4 The challenge to churches comes in the 

competition for time, space and outlook.  

No one knows why there are differences in culture. There is a hypothesis 

however. Law draws upon the book by Kohls, Developing Intercultural Awareness. 

Kohls’ hypothesis is that “because of differences in climate and natural resources, people 

developed different ways to meet the basic necessities of life such as food, shelter, 

community, family, etc. These evolved into different cultures. These cultures are neither 

good nor bad, they are just different.”5 “We absorb values from parents, teachers, and 

communities.”6 

Hall notes that anthropologists borrowed theories of psychoanalysis to perceive of 

culture as having two levels. The two levels were “overt culture, which is visible and 

easily described and covert culture, which is not visible and presents difficulties even to 

                                                            
3 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 4. 

4 See Appendix 5 - Online survey connected to this project. Participants were lay and clergy 
mainly from Alabama. Count at the time was 63 respondents.  
 

5 L. Robert Kohls, “Developing Intercultural Awareness” (Washington, DC: The Society for 
Intercultural Education, Training and Research, 1981), p.65 referred to in Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 4. 
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the trained observer. The iceberg analogy was commonly used when teaching this theory 

to students and laymen alike.”7 Kluckhohn preferred the terms explicit culture for what 

people talk about and can be specific about, and implicit culture for the things people take 

for granted and their feeling about success for example.8 McSpadden, drawing upon 

Weaver, reminds us that in the church, the visible aspects of dress, food, music, and 

beliefs that members hold publicly, are only a small part of a person’s cultural make-up”9 

See Appendix 4 for graphic of the iceberg analogy.  

The larger part of the cultural make up is the part under the waterline, so to speak. 

“This much larger part of our culture is deep inside us, guiding how we think, feel, and 

behave as well as what we believe to be right or wrong, appropriate or inappropriate. . . . 

In this large unconscious part of our culture are values, beliefs and cultural myths that 

powerfully shape our worldview—how we see and understand the world.”10 “Internal 

culture is like the air we breathe. We need it to survive and make sense of the world that 

we live in, but we may not be conscious of it.”11 This unconscious affects how we view 

other ethnic groups for friendship, leadership and life in general. 

For leaders and participants in the multiracial church, anthropologic language of 

culture helps in explaining the complexity of culture. Information on such concepts as 

explicit culture or overt culture for the things that are external and above the waterline, 
                                                            

7 Hall, 61.  
 
8 Ibid. 
 
9 McSpadden, 50. She writes in her notes “The image of the iceberg is found in a number of 

publications. The primary source is Gary R. Weaver, “Understanding ans coping with Cros-Cultural 
Adjustment Stress,” in Cross Cultural  Orientation: New Conceptualization and application, ed. By R. 
Michael Paige (Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1986), 134-46. 
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11 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 7. 
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and implicit culture or covert culture for the things that are not easily distinguishable and 

below the waterline is helpful to explain the two levels at which people relate. Knowing 

this and acting appropriately to respond to each level helps in confronting the challenge 

of cultural differences. The multiracial church has to cope with both of these levels.   

Ethnocentric Bias 

According to Kohls, because cultures developed separately and not in touch with 

other cultures, there developed the belief that one’s individual culture is the right way. 

This attitude of seeing one’s cultural ways as the right way is ethnocentricity.12 

Henriques contends that it is a strong natural human desire to have one’s culture as 

dominant.13 Because “all human beings are by nature ethnocentric, equating our 

worldview with reality, our values as true and our behavior as right,”14 one of the 

challenges that come to the table with multiracial, multicultural church is which culture 

will reign supreme?  

If, as Kohls, Henriques and others suggest, we tend to approach life from an 

ethnocentric position, thinking that our culture is the right one, then when our cultural 

worldview encounter “the other” there is bound to be conflict or at best some negotiation.  

“The friction comes when cultural varied expressions and expectations meet like cars at 

the same intersection at the same time. What are the rules for who goes first?”15 Is it the 

case of “might makes right” or majority rule with others assimilating in order to get 

                                                            
12 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 4. 
 
13 Pocock and Henriques, 36. 
 
14 McSpadden, 16. 
 
15 Pocock and Henriques, 36. 
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along? In the larger society, the dominant, European majority culture comes across as the 

norm. Making white, European and western culture the norm for American life can lead 

to cultural racism because America is home to many cultures.16  

In the church, it is essential to move away from one dominant culture if the 

multiracial church will expand interaction between the various groups. Ethnocentricity 

does not have to be the last word.  “A first step in overcoming ethnocentrism is the 

recognition that my own values are not necessarily the same as God’s values. All 

Christians hold many values derived from their culture.”17 

In her book, Meeting God at the Boundaries, McSpadden details Milton Bennett’s 

schema for moving from ethnocentrism to in intercultural sensitivity. The six stages are: 

1. Denial - what difference? The person paints difference with a broad brush. 
2. Defense - You are different, therefore you are bad.  

It’s okay for you to be different but I am better.  
I am different; therefore, I am bad and you are good.  

3. Minimization - Trivialize differences. 
4. Acceptance - Cultural differences are seen as a fact of life. The person is 
neutral and not positive about differences. 
5. Adaption – There is a change in attitude and behavior here. Persons in this 
stage are “willing and able to step outside their own frame of reference into the 
other person’s.” 
6. Integration- Certain aspect of another culture becomes a part of the 
individual’s identity. The person enters a third culture, so to speak.18 

  

Divided by Worship 

 It has been my experience that when the subject of multiracial church is 

introduced into a conversation, the question inevitably comes around to, “what do we do 

                                                            
16 See Barndt’s discussion on this topic. Joseph Barndt, Dismantling Racism: The Continuing 

Challenge to White America (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1991), 101-122. 

17 Adeney, Strange Virtues, 23. 

18 McSpadden, 17-34. See this section in her book for detail of the stages.  
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about worship?” This is an especially reasonable question in Alabama since a multiracial 

church will likely include whites and blacks, the largest population groups and they both 

normally have different worship styles. The other growing group is persons with 

Hispanic culture. The first generation immigrants prefer Spanish. This language 

preference is important and can be a challenge.   

I call this subsection of the cultural challenge “divided by worship” because it is 

easy to let worship divide rather than unite if the church is not intentional about culture in 

worship. Seventy-nine percent of participants in the “Diversity in the Church” survey 

strongly agree or agree that differences in worship style are a major challenge to racial 

diversity in church. Of this group, 11.3 percent disagree and 9.7% neither agree nor 

disagree.19 Churches exploring the idea of responding to their neighborhood may not 

know what to do with worship. 

As the participants noted above confirms, when it comes to the church, worship is 

one of those challenges for the multiracial church. It is important however to keep focus 

on the primary purpose of worship, which is “for people to be in the presence of God.”20 

Being in the presence of God, church members are accompanied by their cultural styles. 

It is therefore not surprising that “worship style seems to be a consistent flash point for 

conflict, resistance, dialogue, and compromise.”21  

It is my observation from serving a multiracial church, attending multiracial 

church, and participating in worship and administration of African American and 

                                                            
19 See Appendix 5. Survey result: strongly agree - 27.4%; agree -51.6%. 
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European American churches that there are challenges in blending the cultures. Some of 

the challenges are related to length of service and the length of sermon, the kind of songs 

to use and the kind of rhythm that will accompany the songs, the formal, informal or 

contemporary styles of worship, the primary language for worship, and the list goes on. 

All these competing rituals provide opportunity for diversity but also challenges. By 

some people’s standard, the stereotypical black church worship is seen as too long, too 

much energy, too much feedback, while the white church worship is too short, too quiet, 

and not enough feedback.  

When does the worship start? Is it the time printed on the bulletin or when 

worshippers get there? Kathy Black, using Hall, describes for us the differences in time. 

“The European American culture is based on monochronic time. It is linear time with our 

lives dictated to moving from one occasion in time to another. It is an entity that can be 

wasted or saved. . . . Other cultures live in polychronic time. Time is not a commodity, 

and it is not linear. You can’t waste it or save it. . . Relationships and involvement with 

people are much more important than keeping schedules.”22 This approach to time affects 

not only worship but meetings and relationship in the church. Misunderstanding of time 

can lead to misconceptions and poor perception of the person that is late or the one who 

does not take time for relationship because she/he is always running after time.  

For the person on monochronic time, usually European Americans, worship 

begins at 11:00 a.m. or whatever time is on the bulletin. For the person on polychronic 

time, usually Latin or Hispanic Americans and African Americans, “worship begins 

when the community has gathered, has greeted one another, and is ‘ready’- in synch with 
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one another. And worship ends when the people are full of the Spirit and have exhausted 

all their praise and testimony and sharing of the word of God. It has nothing to do with a 

clock!”23 Cultural approach to time is a challenge to multiracial churches.  

Another challenge with worship is exuberance or quiet. Even though worship 

exuberance in the black church goes back many years, expressiveness in worship is not 

limited to the black church. The white church in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth 

centuries were in tension over worship. The Anglican and Presbyterian churches of the 

eighteenth century were quiet and contrasted with the Baptists and Methodists of the First 

Great Awakening.24 There was such uproar over worship that: 

“Charles Chauncy, a Congregationalist minister, delivered a classic sermon on the 
dangers of ‘enthusiasm’ in 1782. He warned his Boston congregation against the 
‘fashionable practice of flocking to hear only those ministers, whose gifts were 
for warm and zealous preaching,’ [the church could use that kind of preaching 
today] Then Chauncey accused the Enthusiasts [as they were called] of . . . 
engaging in wild physical movements, of being the victims of a disease, . . . of 
being divisive to the eighteenth century church . . . .”25 

Chauncy is preaching, not to the black church members, but to the white churches that 

were practicing enthusiastic worship. The struggle in how to engage in worship remains 

with us today. The quiet children of Habakkuk (2:19-20) and the enthusiastic children of 

the Psalmist (Psalms100:1-2) continue to clash and sometimes culture comes in the 

middle to confuse things even more.  

My own sadness is that these two styles are placed in the context of “do you want 

black church worship style or white church worship style?” The end result is that white 
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persons deny a part of themselves because they don’t want to be black enthusiasts and 

blacks deny themselves because they don’t want to be accused of trying to be quiet white 

worshippers. This is not to suggest that ethnic differences do not influence people one 

way or the other. It is important to note that there are also generational culture, 

denominational culture, personal preference and other attributes that affect our response 

to quiet or enthusiastic worship.  

It is not just preaching or responses during worship that differ. Music can be a 

challenge in the multiracial congregation. Harmony and rhythm “are different from 

culture to culture. Some tap their foot or clap on the downbeat, but others clap in threes to 

rhythms that have no up or downbeat, which feels ‘uneven’ or ‘off’ to European 

American sensibilities.”26 

Social Change – an approach to ministry 

Another challenge that culture throws at us or puts down as a barrier is the 

church’s approach to social change. Across racial, ethnic and denominational lines, there 

are churches on both sides of this divide. Regardless of race, some local churches tend to 

focus on the hereafter and maybe helping with the needs of people down here but not 

doing much to change the system that creates the need down here. Others tend to fight for 

social justice to transform the here and now into a better place.  

The challenge to diversity in the church arises in this case, not so much from the 

racial make-up of the uniracial church but the local church’s culture. On which side of the 

divide is the church? If the focus is on heaven, as new immigrants come in with 

immigration reform and visa troubles on their mind, what role will the church play? If the 
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church is opening up to historically oppressed and they are  recovering from systems of 

oppression still in place, where will the church stand? 

 Many persons benefit from ethnocentric systems put in place in the past and the 

church has to decide how to deal with that. “In order to move beyond ethnocentrism to 

acceptance and inclusion, we have to deal with social inequities, by acknowledging the 

destructive influence of prejudice in the life of our churches and nation and work to 

eliminate them.”27 One can sense the frustration in Douglas Fitch’s words when he says, 

“At other times the general Church has not had the vision or felt the pain of the agenda 

peculiar to African-American constituents: African-American male extinction, school 

drop-outs, ware-housing of African Americans in penal institutions, and other issues 

peculiar to us [black people].”28 

It is no wonder that the African American church historically has sided with the 

divide that provides a prophetic voice for social, political and economic change. The 

nation has come a long way but there is still much further to go. Will the multiracial 

church be the voice for the voiceless? Will the church depend on the secular political and 

community leaders to be that voice? My own bias is that the church still has a major role 

to play, in both raising honest managers to govern the affairs of the state, and being a 

prophetic voice to power. 

The impact of unjust practices are often felt in the pockets of the least of these our 

brothers and sisters who are sometimes white, sometimes black or brown or red. While 
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all persons are in this together especially rural poor and urban destitute, it is worth noting 

that “on almost every single socioeconomic indicator, from infant mortality to life 

expectancy to employment to home ownership, black and Latino American in particular 

continue to lag far behind their white counterparts.”29   

The church has work to do. Our churches are not immune from money and the 

economics of our day. “…Many of us and many of our churches are driven by the winds 

of materialism and expanding demands on our lives. The issues of family, justice, 

equality, and human dignity are required to stand in line behind the powerhouse of 

materialism, and at best are required to eat only the crumbs from its table.”30 

One may say, “What does poverty have to do with creating a church for all 

people?” Technically, not much, except that a welcoming church is open to all people. 

All people also describe people of many different socio economic stations in life. The 

Church of the Reconciler found itself ministering to various races and people from 

various socio-economic groups. I detail this church’s story later in the project. I have 

heard in some quarters that economic class division is getting harder to cross than race. 

Remember, God loves us all. I have heard in some quarters that economic class division 

is getting harder to cross than race. Remember, God loves us all. I have heard in some 

quarters that economic class division is getting harder to cross than race. 

Emerson also discovered that multiracial churches were more economically 

diverse than their counterpart in uniracial churches. Regardless of dominant racial group 

of their congregation, key informants of 490 churches surveyed said that, “although their 
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congregation had some class diversity, their parishioners were more economically similar 

than different. The lone exception to this pattern was multiracial congregations. Here 

informants reported that their congregations were more economically diverse than 

economically similar.”31 

The cultural challenge demonstrates for us some of the reasons why there are very 

limited United Methodist multiracial churches in North Alabama. Uniracial churches, in 

my opinion may not be as much fun, interesting and completely evangelistic but it is 

easier, more familiar and has less risk.  

Eighty-eight percent of participants in Diversity in the Church Survey said 

resistance to change is a major challenge to racial diversity in the church. No church can 

actively engage race, culture and other challenges to diversity without a willingness to 

change drastically. 

Reflection 

This chapter demonstrates that culture is relevant to Christians approach to 

ministry of worship, evangelism, administration, fellowship, etc. The churches in North 

Alabama, for the most part, are uniracial churches, therefore they tend to reflect separate 

constituencies of African American, European American, Hispanic American and Korean 

American cultures. The result is that the church has not used the many years of various 

racial groups living near each other to learn how to handle overt and covert differences in 

culture associated with race.  

The church treats racial cultural difference as a boundary that people have to 

avoid instead of viewing the differences as fluid with opportunity for new culture 
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emerging in the church. The church treats culture of age, denomination or gender as fluid 

with interaction leading to change on both sides but is afraid to touch culture associated 

with ethnicity. This is unfortunate because all cultures have something to learn from each 

other.  

The church will have to face the challenge of reaching all persons in a new era. 

Cultural values, particularly those under the water line will continue to clash but that is 

all part of facing the challenge. The early church faced similar challenges of culture. “The 

early church resolved the question by declaring that faith in Jesus Christ, not national or 

religious culture, is the prime identity of the community.”32 

 
 
32 McSpadden, 7 
 



 

CHAPTER V 
 

THE PATH – Principles to guide a church in multiracial, multicultural ministry 

The task is daunting but worthwhile. The challenges create barriers to 

accomplishing the task but there comes a time when in spite of the challenges, the 

believer in this good work has to step out on faith and participate in creating holy spaces. 

Because of the work that other churches have, there are tools to help churches in North 

Alabama turn challenges into opportunities and differences into cause for celebration. 

In this chapter, I will present principles and opportunities that are steps leading to 

multiracial churches. On the path, one may find opportunity to help bring a multiracial 

church into being. This does not mean such a person will succeed. It means the person 

will have opportunity to succeed or fail. Trying and failing is better than not trying at all.  

There are three basic means to bring the multiracial church into being. One option 

is to start a new church and intentionally put into place the mission, staff and 

organizational principles for a multiracial church. Another option is to merge two or more 

churches that have members from different races into a new church with the specific 

multiracial mission, staff and organization that will support the creation and sustenance 

of a multiracial church. Mergers and new church starts have their unique challenges. A 

third option is to transform uniracial congregations into multiracial congregations.  
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Multiracial by transformation 

Uniracial congregations that start on the journey to become multiracial are not 

alone. “An increasing number of congregations embrace differences that in other 

congregations typically exist as stumbling blocks to a sense of community,” says Foster. 

He also suggests that few congregations are organized with diversity in mind. “Rather, 

congregations discover new possibilities for their futures through their responsiveness to 

people who do not share their racial and or cultural heritage.”1  

Moving from uniracial to multiracial requires deep commitment on the part of 

leaders and members and a new way of thinking. “The transformation of a church 

community often requires a group of faithful members who are willing to bring their 

community’s paralysis to a place where Christ dwells, where God’s grace is abundant, 

and where the Word is spoken and lived.”2 The church has to embrace a theological 

worldview of oneness as a core belief. According to Ephesians 2:11-22, Christ has 

removed the dividing walls of hostility to create one new humanity.3  

 Emerson and Foster suggest some factors that serve as motivation, catalyst for 

change in the uniracial church. It may be that some of these factors will influence some 

churches in North Alabama to take a second a look at multiracial church as a viable 

means of serving Christ. Below is a confluence of their observation.  

Motivation 1: Lack of funds or people. With the reduction in membership of a 

local church and less money to pay the bill, the struggle for survival can serve as a 

                                                            
1 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 3 (emphasis added). 
 
2 Law, Sacred Acts, Holy Change, 78. 
 
3 DeYoung et al., United by Faith, 158. 
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catalyst (to use Foster’s term) for the church to reach out to people in the community that 

are racially different. Calculating and determining the lack of resources can lead a church 

to adapt to changing realities and multiracial membership.4 While the lack of funds may 

cause a church to become more intentional about reaching others, visitors have little 

interest in helping churches pick up the tab on their institution to keep it going. Funding 

as early motivation for thinking out of the box may work, but the church needs a goal that 

is bigger than any one church.  

This desire to have funds to pay the bills may cause a church to rent space to the 

congregation of another racial or ethnic group. Closer collaboration in Christian 

education, special joint worship and joint mission programs may bring the congregations 

closer together and they may start on the road to one multiracial church.5   

Motivation 2: Taking evangelism seriously. A church may take seriously the great 

commission to make disciples. The church then decides to reach not only people overseas 

but the world that is now at their doorstep. The church begins with the desire to share the 

gospel as they look through the cultural eyes of the current members. As they evangelize 

and others join, they discover new cultural resources for the church’s ministries.6  

Motivation 3: Renewed Vision and Mission. Captured by a new theological vision, 

the church discovers its mission to reach all people and become multiracial. The church’s 

vision is consistent with being a multiracial congregation.7 

                                                            
4 Emerson, People of the Dream, 54. 
 
5 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 8-9.  
 
6 Ibid., 9-10. 

 
7 See Emerson, People of the Dream, 53-54 and Foster, Embracing Diversity, 11-12. 
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Motivation 4: Hospitality of response.  The church seeks to welcome a visitor 

who enters. The visitor feels at home and keeps coming back. More visitors are 

welcomed with the church not expecting to change by them but the congregation does 

change. The people come as “God’s special envoy to bless or challenge us.” 8 

Motivation 5: External demands. The denomination’s hierarchy tells a church to 

become multiracial in order to meet the goal at the denominational level. Motivation for 

change is from outside even if it matches the local church’s mission.9 Emerson 

hypothesized that “survival merge and mandated multiracial congregations are the least 

likely to survive as multiracial congregations.”10 

If the hypothesis gleaned from Emerson’s research is correct, United Methodist 

Churches should not depend on Conference or District leadership to turn churches into 

multiracial congregations. Internal change provides the best chance of success as seen 

with Oakhurst Presbyterian, Cedar Grove, Northwoods United Methodist,11 Houston 

Catholic,12 and Wilcrest.13   

 External pressure, even with the appointment of a pastor from another race will 

not lead a church to becoming multiracial unless biblical study lead the people to a new 

vision of ministry. It seem to me that the cross racial pastor can save himself/herself a lot 

of grief by focusing on the vision of the church, however limited that vision is. To move 
                                                            

8 John Koenig, New Testament Hospitality: Partnership with Strangers as Promise and Mission 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 3. Quoted in Foster, Embracing Diversity, 10. 
 

9 Emerson, 54. 
 
10 Ibid., 62. 
 
11 These three churches are resources for Foster, Embracing Diversity, and We Are the Church 

Together.  
 
12 Emerson, 57 

 
13 Ibid., 63ff Emerson details the journey of this congregation and the pastor, Rodney Woo.  
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from uniracial to multiracial, there has to be systemic internal change. “It is not enough to 

change strategies, structures, and systems, unless the thinking that produced these 

strategies, structures and systems also changes”14 

Drawing upon the resources noted, we present some principles helpful to the 

church as it explores becoming a multiracial church. It is important to remember that 

each church is unique, each community is unique and each individual in the congregation 

is unique so the application of these principles will differ according to the context. 

Yancey points out, “it is more important to be yourself and to incorporate important 

principles in ways that are consistent with you than to try to find a legalistic program that 

guarantees success.”15 

The Leader of the Multiracial Church  

 The pastor of the multiracial church plays a key role in shaping the ministry to 

handle the unique challenges of the church. The leader cannot be halfhearted about this 

work, but must be completely convinced that the multiracial church is God’s design. 

Guilt or the desire to be politically correct cannot serve as a motivation that will sustain 

her/him in the difficult times.16 

The pastoral leader will have to be comfortable with self in order to guide the 

church leaders to struggle with the unique situations that arise and have racial or cultural 

undercurrent. When congregational leaders are reluctant to deal openly with difference 

                                                            
 
14 Peter Senge et al., The Dance of Change (New York: Doubleday, 1999), 15. quoted in Law, 

Sacred Acts, Holy Change, 35. 
 
15 Yancey, One Body One Spirit, 66. 
 
16 DeYoung et al., United by Faith,, 170. 
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because they are afraid of appearing to be prejudiced,17 the pastor will have to step in and 

provide the forum for dealing with cultural clashes.  

Foster noticed, in observing the leaders of Oakhurst, Cedar Grove and 

Northwoods, that the leader of the multiracial church is a transformative leader. The 

transformative leader is not interested in maintaining the status quo but is in the business 

of nurturing change for the sake of a new relationship among racially diverse groups.  

For example, the pastor at Oakhurst redistributed power in an equitable and 

inclusive manner. The pastor at Northwoods, Jerome Hamm, preached his first sermon at 

the church based on Revelation 7 and expounded on vision of the kingdom that included 

all people. In both cases, the congregations responded to new possibilities, and the 

churches were transformed as lay and clergy worked together.18  

The leader has to be an anticipatory leader of the church. Foster describes the 

anticipatory leader as someone who anticipates questions and issues and prepares 

probable responses. The pastor lives out of the future of what is possible and what 

church’s worship, administration and education will look like if the church is faithful to 

the multiracial, multicultural vision. He or she looks to the future, not to the past for 

answers.19  

Law contends, and I agree that the leader of the multiracial church has to be 

sensitive to the power dynamics of the clergy, lay leadership and people in the pews. In 

sermons, for example, the pastor needs to know that “the gospel speaks to the powerful 

                                                            
 
17 McSpadden, Meeting God at the Boundaries, 105. 
 
18 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 118. 
 
19 Ibid.,119. 
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and the powerless differently.”20 Sermons of being a good servant can keep the already 

subjugated in an oppressed position all the time.  

Because multiracial churches embrace diversity of people, the effective leader is 

aware of the power dynamics in the encounter of these diverse groups.21 One cannot treat 

everyone equally all the time, and any attempt to do so is likely to perpetuate the status 

quo. The pastor has to spend time analyzing the power situation. This will allow the 

pastor to cope with different power levels in the multiracial church. 22 

The leader in the multiracial church has to model relationship across racial lines. 

“Leaders cannot lead a congregation in becoming multiracial if they, themselves, are 

living segregated lives.”23 The pastor’s relational role is also to “establish ground rules 

for corporate conduct and decision making”24 taking into account how systems and 

perceptions of the past may influence relationships now.  

The pastor helps the church in building relationships by emphasizing some of the 

common interest. Foster notes that relationship is more likely to be build using the 

potluck supper than the committee meeting. The pastor, like a good chef, works on 

getting all the parts to work together as the church prepares for worship, education, 

mission and ministry.25  

                                                            
20 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 56.  
 
21 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 123 
 
22 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 77. 

 
23 DeYoung et al., 170.  
 
24 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 120. 
 
25 Ibid., 123.  
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 It is recommended that the staff of the church reflect diversity. According to 

Yancey, most of the churches in the Lilly study tended to have racially mixed staff. 

“Multiracial leadership is important because members of different racial groups desire to 

feel represented by the members of the church, especially racial minorities who 

historically have received a lack of respect for the opinions and perspectives.”26 

 I have had the opportunity to participate in this model of leadership at Good 

Samaritan UMC and to observe it at Northwoods UMC. At Good Samaritan, Billy 

Vaughan, (white) and I, Richard (black) served as co-pastors of a new (merged) 

congregation in Memphis, Tennessee.27 We enjoyed working together because we did not 

have to second-guess each other and because Billy a nice colleague and down to earth. 

During our (my family) time at Northwoods, I appreciated the leadership of 

Winston and Jerome. Jerome Hamm invited my wife, Jennie, to the church and she took 

me along. Winston was the first person to offer a children’s sermon and succeed in 

getting my son to come forward for the sermon time voluntarily (we knew we were in the 

right church then). As Foster tells it, In May of 1990, Northwoods hired Worrell, an 

ordained Methodist pastor from Barbados and student at Candler School of Theology’s 

doctor of Ministry program to be its youth minister, and one month later the North 

Georgia Conference appointed Hamm pastor of Northwoods. Hamm is from South 

Alabama and had served churches in Georgia and Alabama.28 This team guided the 

                                                            
 

26 Yancey, 67. See Yancey, One Body, One Spirit, pages 85-97 for details on diverse leadership. 
 
27 The congregation has since merged with another United Methodist congregation to form Faith 

United Methodist Church. It continues as a multiracial congregation under Pastor Anthony Anderson.  
 

28 Foster, We are the Church, 89. See chapter 4, pages 87-107, for Northwoods UMC story. 
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church into the era of multiracial, multicultural and multiethnic era by encouraging 

transformation.  

In the United Methodist Church system, pastors are appointed to the local church 

by the bishop assisted by district superintendents. Some may be thinking that a good 

process for facilitating the creation of multiracial churches is to appoint pastors to 

churches that are of a different race from the pastor, seeing that officially we have an 

open system regardless of race or gender. This is a unique opportunity that many other 

denominations do not have. I want to consider the findings by McSpadden to help show 

how the process works.  

Even churches receiving pastors from another racial group have the expectation, 

“that the appointment would bring in new members, perhaps members of the pastor’s 

ethnic group. . . . It was not the common experience—much to the surprise of the 

laypersons.”29 McSpadden quotes an African American pastor who explained, “You 

know, even though I am black and that brings other black persons to attend a worship 

service, our service is actually very white in style. Most blacks would not feel ‘at 

home.’”30 

If a church is already exploring the possibility of reaching out to people that are 

racially different in the community, a cross-racial appointment of a pastor that looks like 

the people they are trying to reach, may not help but probably will not hurt either. This 

was the case for one white congregation in South Carolina. They had an increase in 

                                                            
 
29 McSpadden, 109. 
 
30 Ibid., 110. 
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interracial couples after appointment of an African American pastor. The sense was the 

welcome of the pastor was a sign to the couples that they too would be welcome.31 

In North Alabama Conference, Reverend Charles Lee served as pastor of Christ 

Church United Methodist and Huffman United Methodist in addition to serving other 

churches and on the cabinet. Both of those churches were predominantly European 

American and Charles is African American. I asked his opinion in light of his service in  

cross-racial appointment. This is his word of wisdom: 

One value of my experience in multiracial settings was the confirmation of my 
conviction that ALL people have problems. ALL people carry baggage. ALL 
people have fears. ALL people hurt. ALL people need help. ALL people need 
love. ALL people need to be accountable and affirmed. ALL people need to be 
challenged and to rise to their level of their potential. ALL people need to be 
coached in seeking healthy landings between their aspirations and their 
limitations. ALL people need to hear the Gospel of Jesus Christ; ALL people need 
to be saved from sin unto eternal life. ALL people need to be inspired to give and 
to serve! Define the meaning of the word ALL is ... A-L-L!!!32 
 

In North Alabama, Charles has the longest record for cross-racial appointment and is of 

much value on race relations and multiracial church.  

It is worth noting that cross-racial appointment is not for churches in crisis or 

unhealthy churches. “The presence of race and culture in situations of confusion and/or 

conflict compound the complexity of the issues.”33 Appointment of pastors should be 

kept separate from any attempt at creating multiracial congregations. Needs of churches 

and gifts of pastors for ministry, regardless of race, should be intentionally worked on in 

the open itinerancy process. 

                                                            
31 McSpadden, 110. 
 
32 Charles Lee, March 31, 2009, e-mail message to author. 
 
33 McSpadden, 132.  
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Lay participation and leadership:  

 My experience in working with pastors and churches indicate that pastors cannot 

do it alone. There has to be key lay leadership working along with the clergy for the 

transformation of any church. The church that is moving from uniracial to multiracial or 

even starting anew will call for lay and clergy team approach. This approach is needed in 

all churches that will be effective in ministry and it is critical here as well. As a member 

at the Cedar Grove United Methodist Church commented to Foster, “It required stubborn 

laypeople who caught the pastor’s vision and stayed with the congregation through its 

struggle to reenvision itself.” Foster interpreted this stubbornness to mean willingness to 

give up the past in order to embrace the future. It meant the laity had a powerful vision 

that would sustain their commitment during radical changes and allow them to face the 

fear of the unknown, allow them to give up power and all them to face even ridicule from 

people who do not share their vision.34 

Like the pastor, the lay leadership of the church has to be aware of power 

dynamics and buy into processes for sharing “power” or responsibility for the life of the 

church. When church leaders or members determine their level of power based on 

society’s perception or the church’s perception, the idea is for the powerful to seek and 

give that power away. The powerless in turn will need to take the step of receiving it. 

When the powerless becomes powerful, it is essential to give it away, give it back or risk 

having oppression coming into the system. This back and forth of sharing creates a new 

equilibrium. “This rhythm of breathing in and out, giving and receiving, becoming 

powerful and powerless, is the rhythm of living the Gospel fully.”35 

                                                            
34 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 118 
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 This willingness to give up power is an essential part of the transformation of the 

church. People love their church and are not comfortable trusting it to “strangers,” the 

new people. The unwillingness on the part of the dominant group to share responsibility 

for the new future can serve as a barrier to an “integrated multiracial” church. “The truly 

integrated multiracial congregation requires a transformation of congregational culture. . 

. . In an integrated congregation, the members do things in a new way, truly integrating 

the diverse membership.”36  

DeYoung and others noted that in some multiracial churches, “the dominant 

group held nearly all the positions of leadership within the congregation.”37 In his book, 

Embracing Diversity, Foster gave an example of the Oakhurst Presbyterian church where 

it was many years before African-American leaders in the church received keys to the 

building from their European-Americans brothers and sisters that were in charge.38  

The movement from uniracial to a multiracial church requires both the old and the 

new working together. Not only must the previous leadership be positively stubborn in 

helping with this transition but there must be new leaders, from the newly attending racial 

group, stepping up to the plate. In the midst of power play in the church, it is often 

difficult to identify and encourage the new leaders.   

                                                                                                                                                                                 

,
35 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 77. The emphasis of the book is that the wolf and the lamb, the 

powerful and the powerless  can dwell together.  
 
36 DeYoung et al., 168-169. Note that an assimilated congregation is one in which members 

continue to behave as they would in the absence of a new racial group in the membership” (DeYoung et al., 
169). 

 
37 Ibid., 171.  
 
38 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 45.  
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Eric Law suggests a process that moves inviting from a general whosoever, “if 

you would like to participate” to a specific, “I invite you to participate.” Law calls this 

process in which people receive direct invitation, mutual invitation. This is a process 

much like Jesus used to invite the fishermen in Mark 1:16-20. Jesus invited James and 

John to be his disciples. If he had just given an open invitation, chances are they would 

have not responded thinking that someone else may be more worthy.39 

 In the mutual invitation process, which I found intriguing, the leader introduces 

the process and shares on whatever the subject is. After speaking briefly, the leader 

invites someone else to share, preferably not the person next to the leader to prevent it 

from becoming a going around the circle format. The invited person may share or “pass.” 

Whoever is passing or opting not to speak at this time invites someone else to share. 

Everyone gets an opportunity to share eventually.  There are a number of advantages to 

this process. The process decentralizes power, moving it from the leader to the group. 

The invited person has the opportunity to express her/his opinion. Even if the person 

passes, there is reception of the power and the person has to exercise the power of 

deciding who is going to speak next.40 This process can be used in Bible studies as well 

as in the administrative meetings of the church, thus allowing all to participate.  

Inclusive Worship 

Worship involves entering into the presence of God. How do we enter into God’s 

presence? We enter by rituals even when they are culturally tainted. Willimon notes that 

“Ritual—patterned, purposeful, predictable behavior—is a component of all Christian 

                                                            
39 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 80-82. 
 
40 Ibid., 82-88. 
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worship.”41 One of the challenges to multiracial church is the challenge of the worship 

culture of the various constituencies in the church as they come with their familiar rituals 

which are meaningful to them. Willimon tells us, “ritual holds our hands during difficult 

passages, teaches us the words and the moves that enable us to negotiate difficult life 

moves without being destroyed by them, and tells us what to think and how to act in the 

presence of the numinous and holy.”42 

As we hinted in the challenge arising from worship styles, multiracial churches 

may have to decide whether to be quiet or enthusiastic. Instead of taking this cultural 

dichotomy approach, McMickle puts it in biblical perspective. He called our attention to 

Habakkuk 2: 19-20 and Psalm 100:1-2 as two approaches to the worship of our God.43 

The words from scripture: 

“Alas for you who say to the wood, ‘Wake up!’ to silent stone, ‘Rouse 
yourself!’ Can it teach? See, it is gold and silver plated, and there is no breath in it 
at all.  

But the Lord is in his holy temple; let all the earth keep silence before 
him!” Habakkuk 2:19-20 (NRSV)  

 
“Make a joyful noise to the Lord, all the earth. Worship the Lord with 

gladness; come into his presence with singing.” Psalms 100:1-2 (NRSV).  
 

 In both of these passages, the scripture invites “all the earth.” All the earth is all 

cultures participating in multiple styles of worship. The multiracial church is encouraged 

to do both and find grounding in the passages of both school of worship. Praise and 

peace, can both be done with intentionality; this to me is the nature of inclusive worship.  

                                                            
41 Willimon, Ritual and Pastoral Care, 100.  

42 Ibid., 101. 
 
43 McMickle, 115. 
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In an inclusive worship, rituals have to be shared, and new rituals discovered. 

Yancey defines an inclusive worship as “worship style that includes the cultural elements 

of more than one racial group or culture.”44 The variety in worship lets people know that 

they are accepted, respected and welcome. At Oakhurst Presbyterian, they learned that 

“worship was a life-sustaining, life-changing, celebrating, challenging act of praise and 

thanksgiving.”45 

There are ways to approach worship that keep the focus on God while 

appreciating the multiple cultural gifts present in the church. McMickle states:  

The blending [in worship] can be done within a single worship service in which 
various musical forms are presented. This can also be accomplished by varying 
the theme and content from one week to the next, so that a different face is 
presented each Sunday. Moreover, blending worship forms in the congregation 
can also be done by offering different approaches at various set services during 
the week.46  
  
Yancey suggests visiting other multiracial churches to observe their style. Like 

anything else in church life, he tells people not to attempt to copy what is working in 

another church because chances are, it will not work in your church’s situation. “Each 

church must decide how it can best develop an inclusive style of worship within its own 

unique congregation.”47  

There is a tendency for worshippers to focus on themselves and their needs. They 

forget the theology of worship that, “we do not gather on Sunday primarily to receive 

peace and security, courage and conviction. We gather at the summons of the risen Christ 

                                                            
44 Yancey, 67. See Yancey, One Body, One Spirit, pages 71-84 for detail on Inclusive worship.  
 
45 Stroupe & Leach, 57. 
 
46 McMickle, 120. 
 
47 Yancey, 74. 
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who keeps coming back to the very people who betrayed and abandoned him.”48 As 

Willimon notes, although we may benefit from worship as a byproduct of God’s grace, 

the main good and purpose is “glorifying God and enjoying God forever.”49 

As members exercise the principles of inclusive worship, they have to be creative 

and spontaneous. The pastor and lay leaders of new multiracial churches can learn from 

other churches out there but the church has to make worship indigenous to the members 

in their own community.  Pastors and worship leaders can learn a lot from the lay people 

of diverse backgrounds in their church.  The pastor and worship leader has to plan well, 

choreograph properly and do not work haphazardly.  

Just a hint, Emerson observed that, “…those congregations with more upbeat, 

charismatic-like services are indeed more likely to be racially mixed. This holds true no 

matter what the tradition of the congregation.”50 Those working towards multiracial 

churches should consider upbeat styles for reaching a wider audience while providing 

opportunity for quiet in order to minister to those persons as well.   

Overarching Goals: 

If one were to call some members together and invite them to help move the 

church from uniracial to a church where people from many races attend, that person may 

not inspire much. “Desegregating” the church seems to come with baggage because 

church members often claim that  that all races are welcome at their church and as 

Yancey points out in One Body, One Spirit “there is a certain amount of racial fatigue in 

                                                            
48 Willimon, Ritual and Pastoral Care, 108  
 
49 Ibid. 
 
50 Emerson, 48. 
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our society. People are tired of discussing racial issues and trying to solve racial 

problems.”51 That is why even as I use the term multiracial for this work, I am aware of 

this challenge but is hopeful that there is still some room for the conversation.  

Yancey discovered in their research that many of the churches did not make being 

multiracial their selling point. The churches had overarching goals that transcended race 

but also understood that racial diversity aided their accomplishment of the goal. A goal 

may be winning all people to Christ or ministering to the spiritual and physical needs to 

the community out of the love of Christ.52 One cannot, in good faith accomplish these 

goals without worship and teaching styles that seek to reach people who are racially 

different if the church is in a diverse community.  

Intentional Diversity 

While, as noted earlier, churches may move from uniracial to potential of 

becoming a multiracial church, there has to come a point of intentionality. The church 

eventually reaches a cross road where decisions are made and the church takes the 

plunge. An example of this is the Northwoods church. One month after the new pastor, 

Reverend Hamm, had arrived, “the Administrative Council voted to become “a 

multicultural congregation,” trusting that in the future they might discover what this 

action would entail.”53  

                                                            
51 Yancey, 67.  
 
52 Ibid., 67-68. See Yancey, One Body, One Spirit, pages 98-107 for detail on Overarching Goal. 
 
53 Foster, We Are the Church, 90. 
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Living out this decision on the part of the Northwoods church meant reaching out 

to all persons. “Jerome [the pastor] had declared they should gather all (or consciously 

seek to recruit anyone who would come) from within a three-mile radius of the church”54  

The Oakhurst church was clear in the mission statement and principles what kind 

of church they meant to be and has become. The church has three principles: “first, God 

is the center of life and our lives, second, God likes diversity and offers it as a gift to us 

and third, we continue to have trouble believing and accepting the first and second 

principles.”55 Their mission statement reads “ . . .Though we are born in diverse earthly 

families, our life together at Oakhurst has led us to affirm that we are called to be one 

family through the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.” Their diversity flows out 

of their belief of who Jesus is. Their mission and principle two makes it clear that they 

intend to continue on the multiracial, multicultural path.  

Multiracial churches do not just happen. “The leaders had to find ways to include 

the numerical racial minorities. . . .This concept indicates that a successful multiracial 

ministry will intentionally work at becoming and maintaining its multiracial 

atmosphere.”56 In order to be effective in reaching all persons for Christ, the church will 

have to know the racial demographic and be intentional about using relevant cultural 

approaches evangelize. “Intentionality is important because the social tendencies in the 

United States lean toward racial separation instead of integration.”57 

                                                            
54 Foster, We Are the Church, 101. 
 
55 Stroupe & Leach, 19. 
 
56 Yancey, 68. - See Yancey, One Body, One Spirit, pages 108-117 for detail on intentionality.  
 
57 DeYoung et al., 178. 
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We have used the 20 percent mark as the level for racial inclusiveness to declare a 

church multiracial. It is important however to remember that even if a church reaches or 

surpasses this mark, but keeps one cultural style, it is not faithful to multiracial, 

multicultural principles. The church has to be intentional about creating a culturally 

integrated ministry. In integrated multiracial churches and in multicultural churches, new 

members do not assimilate, “they are engaged and often embraced as resources for the 

creation of a new kind of community.”58 Holy spaces offer the non-threatening 

environment for the creation of this new kind of community 

Enhancing Relationships:  

McSpadden notes that, “Consistently, both the clergy and the laypersons told 

stories and gave illustrations of the basic truth that relationships are the key to developing 

trust and respect across cultural and racial lines.”59 This is true for multiracial churches 

as well as members attempt to build trust. The multiracial church needs to provide 

multiple opportunities for building relationships. 

 Multiracial church members are committed to oneness in Christ and one human 

family with many different cultural gifts. Oneness does not mean sameness or erasing our 

racial and cultural uniqueness. To believe in oneness is to live it and “unless we develop 

many deep and intimate relationships with individuals outside our racial and cultural 

group, oneness will not become part of our lifestyle.”60  

                                                            
58 Foster, 46. 
 
59 McSpadden, 99.  
 
60 DeYoung et al., 159. 
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In order to build relationships, Emerson discovered that racially diverse 

congregations tended to utilize small groups. He noted the argument from sociologist 

Kevin Dougherty that “the potential for multiracial congregations to survive long term is 

enhanced to the degree that their members develop interracial ties. The opportunity for 

such ties is enhanced through the social arrangement of small groups, which stress close 

relationship among participants.”61 Small groups provide a means of living out holy 

spaces. 

 Personal relationship in the small group cannot be built on the superficial. Open 

and honest dialogue on racial and cultural challenges is an essential part of creating holy 

spaces. “Only as we love people in another culture can we begin to identify with them 

and see the truth they understand. As we make their truth our own, we become new 

people, formed from the synthesis of two cultures.”62 

 Building relationship involves gaining more knowledge of the person one is 

befriending. “It involves the risk that what we have assumed to be true will be exposed as 

our own prejudice.”63 The challenge of relationship in a multiracial church is that such a 

church is often seen as welcoming not only by people of other races but from many social 

and economic strata of the society. Once we join the welcoming crowd, we discover that 

“ideological commitment rings hollow if it is unconnected to vivid relationships with 

people who are suffering and oppressed.”64 

                                                            
61 Emerson, 50 
 
62 Adeney, 73. 
 
63 Ibid. 
 
64 Ibid., 75 (emphasis added). 
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It seems to me that acquaintances and mutual respect may work for the multiracial 

church in many cases. Over time, relationship may strengthen and differences will be 

seen as a gift, not a problem. Stronger relationships based on affirmation of cultures 

“require that members of each racial and cultural group grant the others sufficient respect 

to listen and trust enough to challenge and critique.”65  

Friendship is not the only relationship but it can be an important one. According 

to Adeney, “Aristotle talks about three kinds of friendship: (1) friendship in which a 

weaker person receives help from a stronger person and the relationship is focused on this 

help, (2) friendship in which two persons relate because of reciprocal need, and each 

party maintains the relationship for what they can get out of it, and (3) the deepest kind of 

friendship, in which equals care for each other out of something like pure virtue—this is, 

so to speak, friendship for friendship’s sake.”66 While the third type of friendship is the 

best and can bridge any barrier, friendly relationship in general tends to break down 

stereotypes. When relationships are formed, personal knowledge of a person’s credibility 

and trustworthiness takes precedence over racial assumptions, accusations and 

assumptions.  

The multiracial church offers opportunity for building new bonds of friendship 

and relationships. Jerome Hamm hit upon a good idea when he preached a sermon and 

drew upon the work of the noted anthropologist, Edward T. Hall. Hall observed that 

“different groups of people move to different rhythmic beats.”67 According to Foster, 

                                                            
65 Foster, Embracing Diversity, 47. 
 
66 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethic, Great Books of the Western World (Chicago: Encyclopedia 

Britannica, 1957) quoted in Adeney, 71. 
 
67 Edward T. Hall, The Dance of Life: The other Dimension of Time (Garden City, NY: Anchor 

Press/Doubleday, 1983) referenced in Foster, We are the Church, 101. 
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Jerome realized that “in a diverse community, people need to learn the beat in the lives of 

others in order to communicate and get along.”68 People have to listen to the rhythmic 

moves of other people around them. Relationship is enhanced when we dance not only to 

the beat of our drummer but listen for the beat of others and dance metaphorically with 

them.  

Skill at Adapting 

 The multiracial church needs the gift or skill to adapt to changing situations. 

Emerson refers to this as adaptability or utilizing the skill of a DJ. Leaders of multiracial 

churches need to be flexible, continually adjusting to the landscape knowing that 

tomorrow will probably be different from today. Like the DJ who constantly “adjust 

volume, bass level and treble depending on the size of the room, . . .”69 the multiracial 

church experiences change as normal and constant.  

 The multiracial church has to be able to adapt to new racial groups as the church 

becomes increasingly diverse or as the neighborhood change providing opportunity to 

encounter persons from many cultures. The church has to be flexible enough to handle 

problems arising from within the church as a result of misunderstandings and even 

resentment.70  

 The leader of the church will play a major part in helping the church respond in a 

creative and flexible manner to the challenges. Leaders can help educate members as a 

means of preparing for multiracial community with new norms. The leader can also help 
                                                                                                                                                                                 

 
68 Foster, We are the Church, 102. 
 
69 Emerson, 169. 
 
70 DeYoung et al., 178-179. 
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the church anticipate the concerns that may be around the corner and thus get the church 

ready for it.71 To be multiracial is to live on the edge of change; adapting is an important 

skill to have.  

New multiracial church 

We have explored together many principles leading to successful multiracial 

churches. These have been presented in the context of use for a uniracial church 

becoming multiracial. The truths in them are useful for new churches as well.  

Emerson concludes “that it takes more effort and often comes with more conflict, 

to have an organization change from uniracial to multiracial than it is to begin 

multiracial…. To change a congregation with an identity, a history, an established 

structure, well defined networks, and a unique culture requires immense effort and 

excellent leadership skills, and involves a continual effort to gain the support of the 

congregation.”72 This was based on an in-depth study of contemporary multiracial 

religious congregations.73 

One of the priorities of the North Alabama Conference is to establish new 

churches. New church plants have excellent opportunity to be multiracial if they start 

with that vision and put the structure in place from the beginning even though we know 

that church plants have challenges of their own. DeYoung suggest that the new church 

                                                            
71 Yancey, 149. See Yancey, One Body, One Spirit, pages 139-151 for details on adaptability.  

 
72 Emerson, 166. 
 
73 Ibid., 5.  
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start with a multiracial staff, borrow members from various racial groups and seek to be 

integrated in culture and not simply assimilate people.74  

The Church of the Reconciler in Birmingham, Alabama began as a new church 

plant with the express purpose of being a multiracial church. “It was started in the 

Birmingham-East District of the United Methodist Church, North Alabama Conference.  

The new church start came out of a district committee that was organized to discuss 

options for the church’s response to five urban churches closing in the Birmingham area 

in June of 1993.”75 The churches closed and the new church began. 

Church of the Reconciler founding pastor is Lawton Higgs. He retired and the 

North Alabama Conference bishop appointed Kevin Higgs, his son, to serve as the pastor. 

Lawton had to work through a lot to get to the point of serving a multiracial 

congregation. I explained early that the pastor of a multiracial church has to be convinced 

of the biblical foundation of this church as a design of God and be comfortable in this 

setting. Lawton did some growing before assuming the role of new church pastor for a 

multiracial church.  

Lawton entered ministry in 1974 through the West End United Methodist Church. 

As Lawton tells it in an interview I had with him, part of his heritage and the heritage of 

that church is racist attitude that was prevalent. Bull Conner was an active member of that 

church. He described the church as a place of “all that hateful stuff” when race was 

involved. 

                                                            
74 DeYoung et al., 179-180. 
 
75 Lawton Higgs, Church of the Reconciler Introduction, (Birmingham :___), 1. 
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In 1984, as pastor of McCoy United Methodist, he walked across the street to 

invite a family that was moving into the neighborhood; as he approached, he discovered 

that they were a black family. “I could not invite them,” he said. It was too late to turn 

around so he went up to them and invited them to church. They did not come. In 

Lawton’s opinion, they had seen his hesitation when he discovered who they were. I 

asked Lawton if his hesitation came from his fear that the black people would not be 

welcome by the whites at church and he said that was just part of it. The problem was he, 

himself, did not want to invite the family because of who he was. Lawton wrote in an 

introduction of the church, “I did work healing my own racism.  I refer to myself now as 

a ‘recovering racist.’  Without this growth and death experience, I would not be equipped 

to deal with the principalities and powers we have confronted in the new church start.76 

During our interview, he said that the reading of King’s letter from Birmingham’s jail 

resulted in his weeping for three days. It was an awakening for him. 

As he transitioned to becoming a more racially inclusive person, he tried to bring 

his church, McCoy United Methodist with him into this new world, but that did not work. 

He described the church as a place of Southern liberalism that would not leave the 

neighborhood for the suburbs because of their commitments to helping others but at the 

same time committed to segregation. The church closed in 1993.  

After the closing of McCoy, he and others on the prayer-vision group went about 

planning for the new multiracial church. The group identified Birmingham because it was 

one of the few places with racial interaction. In preparation for forming the new church, 

the group alternated between worshipped at a white church one Sunday and a black 

                                                            
76 Higgs, 1. 
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church the next to see the styles. Birmingham was primarily black and white during this 

period; now there are many more races and ethnic groups in Birmingham.  

After much prayer, study, visits to other churches and preparation, the group 

launched the church in 1994. “The new church was started to become a middle class 

‘self-supporting’ congregation within 5 years.  The vision was to stay in the city and keep 

the commitment to a racially inclusive witness by the United Methodist Church in 

Birmingham.”77 Their study had been done on racial demographic but they had not 

focused on poverty. They did not know that in the 90’s Birmingham had 3000 homeless 

and 30,000 marginally homeless persons, and 60,000 persons living below poverty. They 

went through the community telling people of the new multiracial congregation that was 

opening, called ten thousand numbers. When the doors open in May 1994, people 

responded regardless of their race or economic station in life.  

The church had to decide whether to respond to the needs of the homeless that 

were many or find a way to put up barriers. The leaders decided to offer food and radical 

hospitality. The church drew upon Isaiah 56:7 and became a “house of prayer for all 

people,” opening the temple of God to all. Mildred Taylor, a retired missionary who had 

served in Zimbabwe challenged them, “you make Jesus visible with prayer circle.” 

Everybody had to gather to pray regularly and move towards conversion or leave. In 

2003, the church moved to its present location on 14th Street and they still carry on the 

tradition of prayer circles. The worship focus is “Praise, Prayer, Proclamation and 

Presentation (offering, announcements, etc.). “The result is we have become a 

congregation that is in ministry with the poor and marginalized as well as middle class 

                                                            
77 Higgs, 1. 
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people, black and white who love Jesus enough to be a part of an urban missional 

congregation that is multicultural and interracial.”78 

When the state of Alabama outlawed the National Association for the 

Advancement of Color People (NAACP), Fred Shuttleworth and others started the 

Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights. He gave the followers two rules: one, 

there are no second-class human beings; and two, it is our responsibility to defend the 

human rights of everyone. The church tries to keep these rules and to live by John 

Wesley’s inclusive teachings.  

On March 13, 2009, I met with Lawton for the interview/conversation on the 

church. When I arrived, Lawton was in the fellowship area, lunch was over and many 

people were milling around. I noticed the variety of pictures hanging on the wall. These 

were pictures of Mother Theresa, Rosa Parks, Gandhi, St. Francis and Dr. King. There 

was also a representation of the Ethiopian Eunuch. Lawton indicated later that the picture 

arrangement was not by chance, it was a visual attempt to communicate to various racial 

and ethnic groups that they are welcome.  

I asked the question in this project earlier about the role of the church in prophetic 

ministry and the church’s relations to the community in which it finds itself. Church of 

the Reconciler answers that question with ministries to the surrounding community. On 

Tuesday through Friday of each week, the church serves a common meal to help feed the 

homeless and develop relationship. Part of the feeding ministry dates back to Mama 

Goldsmith who fed the homeless out of the back of her car. On Tuesdays, Thursdays and 

Sundays, the clothes closet is open and facilitated by Ms. Mary Jones.  
                                                            

78 Higgs, 2. 
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Lawton noted that this church and ministry has many supporters. In 2008, over 

three thousand volunteers assisted with the common meal and other ministries to the 

homeless population. He calls this group, the power engine of financial support. The 

church provides opportunity for persons who are financially stable to connect with others 

in need. The ministry to the homeless or poor is not a one-way street. The homeless also 

assist with the ministries and are in ministry.  

Part of the church’s ministry is advocating for the poor, mediating between the 

legal system and homeless and providing some care. The Coalition of the Homeless was 

set up to help with the criminal justice system. For example, a homeless person can easily 

get caught up in the system by receiving misdemeanor charges for urinating in the park 

followed by fines he cannot afford and court dates that eventually lead to arrest.  The 

church had to work out a program where the church and court can work together to keep 

homeless persons from becoming criminals simply by being homeless. The church has a 

parish nurse program. One hundred nursing students come through every week and 

discover a different world.  

The worship area is spacious. The pews, Lawton pointed out, were from the 

Temple Immanuel, a Jewish synagogue in the Birmingham area. It fitted the sanctuary 

well. The primary scripture for the congregation is Acts 10. In that chapter, God showed 

Peter the visible image of inclusiveness when God sent food that Peter considered 

unclean because of his religion. “God shows no partiality” (Acts 10:34) is a refrain used 

to remind members of the church’s openness to all people.  

The church is intentional about responding to diversity in its preaching, projection 

and music. Lawton spent time in the early days of his ministry in the new church 
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attending individual consultation with Henry Mitchell, noted preaching scholar and an 

African American. The purpose was to gain the skills needed to preach to a multicultural 

community. During worship, the church uses PowerPoint projection to enhance the 

worship. According to Lawton, the worship team is intentional about projecting various 

cultural representation of Jesus on the screen to help people overcome the European 

white culture of the Christian tradition. The worship platform is racially inclusive. 

Michael Kelly is an African American and the music director. Churches can learn from 

the intentionality of the worship. 

Average worship attendance is one hundred and fifty with seventy percent black 

and thirty percent white in attendance. Lawton noted that this is about the racial ratio in 

Birmingham. While most church have low attendance during bad weather because people 

stay at home, during inclement weather, the attendance spikes up because people without 

homes want to come in to worship.  

 



 

CONCLUSION 
 

I began this project by sharing my sense of Holy Spaces in places as ordinary as 

the elevator. I shared my understanding that God is in our midst as we encounter the 

other and we invite the other into a space that is free from intimidation and open to 

building honest mutual relationships. Such a space is a holy space.  

In regards to the church, the multiracial community of faith provides us many 

opportunities for relishing holy spaces and for moving the work of Christ through the 

church to a new frontier. “The importance of presence, of diverse peoples being in one 

another’s spaces, of being in community together, cannot be overestimated. … The 

system of segregation was designed to separate diverse peoples, to prevent our being in 

one another’s presence, to prevent the discovery of the humanity of the other . . .”1 but 

the multiracial churches referred to in this project call forth a different reality, a reality 

that looks more like the kingdom of our God. 

The United Methodist Churches are lacking in the area of multiracial 

communities of faith. People of  faith stumble across each other at hospitals and ball 

games, grocery stores and restaurants, barbecue joints, gas stations and schools, but not 

likely at the local church. This is disheartening.  

The problem of multiracial church is not just an Alabama problem or a problem 

limited to us in the South. Emerson wrote, “Some people believe congregational diversity 

might be lower in the South, given its racialized history. Congregations in the South are 

highly segregated, but so too are congregations in every other region of the country, such 

                                                            
1 Stroupe and Leach, O Lord, Hold Our Hands, 129. 
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that they are statistically equally segregated.”2 It sounds as though, people in other parts 

of the country have as much work to do as those of us in North Alabama.   

 In this project we have demonstrated that the United Methodist Church 

“establishment” in Alabama, but not limited to Alabama, consistently sided with those 

perpetrating injustices of slavery and separate and unequal treatment of African 

Americans. The failure of the church to be a voice separate from society and a voice for 

right make the challenge of multiracial church more difficult. It is difficult because 

people start from positions of suspicion and because innocent misunderstanding or 

miscommunication can easily fall back to old stereotypes.  

 We have also demonstrated that by local churches treating cultural differences, 

not as something to explore and celebrate, but as cultural boundaries to be avoided, the 

church remains homogenous and multiracial church setting remains rare. We have shown 

that the church, following society, has approached cultural differences in gender, 

denomination, age, more positively and as fluid while solidifying and avoiding cultural 

difference connected to race and ethnicity.  

 Finally, in the project, I provided steps on a path, useful principles that lead to 

multiracial churches in North Alabama. In many ways, the path seems like a leap of faith, 

and I am sensitive to that. There are ways to make multiracial United Methodist Churches 

a reality in North Alabama. I mentioned new church starts as one possibility. I also 

presented a scenario in which a person can join a church in her/his neighborhood, a 

church with a different race of people.  

                                                            
2 Emerson, People of the Dream, 52. 
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 The bulk of the approach to creating multiracial churches in North Alabama was 

on the turning uniracial churches into multiracial churches. The kind of transformative 

change that is required obviously will eliminate many churches, but some churches can 

be kaleidoscope churches. “Can the church be God’s holy mountain on which people 

from diverse cultures ‘shall not hurt or destroy’ each other?”3 I believe United 

Methodism in North Alabama can be such a mountain, I am hopeful.    

 I find hope because the world is changing and sooner, or later the church will 

have to come along; I hope we move sooner. I find hope in knowing that the church is 

changing positively even if we are not there yet; I suspect that most people can look 

around and declare, we are not who we ought to be, but thank God, we are not who we 

used to be. My personal experience of Alabama’s openness gives me hope.  

 The new day is coming, indeed is already here. A customer at a painter’s shop 

asked an artist what was his greatest painting. The artist, motioning in the direction of 

unfinished and the future told the customer, the next one.4 The future church is the 

multiracial church; it holds the greatest evangelism opportunity in the new era. This is my 

firm belief. 

                                                            

 

3 Law, The Wolf Shall Dwell, 14. 

4 Zan W. Holmes, “Black and Methodist” Our Time Under God is Now: Reflections on Black 
Methodists for Church Renewal. ed. Woodie W. White (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), 47. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

MAP OF ALABAMA (NORTH ALABAMA SHADED) 

 
Map shaded to reflect counties in North Alabama Conference

5
 

                                                            
5 UAB Dept. of Georgraphy - College of Arts and Sciences, 2009, University of Alabama, March 

18, 2009 <http://alabamamaps.ua.edu/contemporarymaps/alabama/basemaps/countynames.jpg>. Shade on 
map are mine.  
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APPENDIX 2 
 

NORTH ALABAMA CONFERENCE DISTRICT MAP 

 
North Alabama Conference District Map6 

  

                                                            
6 North Alabama Conference of the United Methodist Church, New District Boundaries. Map and 

Boundary of North Alabama Conference, 
Hhttp://nasite.brickriver.com/page.asp?TableName=oPages_6KF3UU&PrimaryKey=oPages_6KF3UU_ID
&PKValue=990H. (Accessed March 18, 2009). 
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APPENDIX 3 
 

US CENSUS – DIVERSITY IN NORTH ALABAMA  

7 

                                                            
7 U.S. Census Bureau, "Alabama by County: Race and Hispanic or Latino 2000," Geographic 

Comparison Table, Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Redistricting Data (Public Law 94-171), 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000, March 18, 2009 (note continues on next page) 
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APPENDIX 4 
 

ICEBERG ANALOGY OF CULTURE 

8 
Iceberg Analogy of culture 

 

“Description: This chart uses the analogy of an iceberg to demonstrate the nature of 
cultural artifacts and assumptions. A small number of cultural artifacts, such as literature, 
fine arts, and games, are at the top of the diagram. They are labeled “Primarily in 
Awareness.” A large number of cultural assumptions, such as conception of justice, 
incentives to work, and body language, are at the bottom. They are labeled “Primarily 
Not in Awareness.”9  

                                                                                                                                                                                 
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/GCTTable?_bm=n&_lang=en&mt_name=DEC_2000_PL_U_GCTPL_
ST2&format=ST-2&_box_head_nbr=GCT-PL&ds_name=DEC_2000_PL_U&geo_id=04000US01. 

 
8 US Department of Health and Human Services, Cultural Competence Resources for Health Care 
Providers. March 22, 2009 <http://www.hrsa.gov/culturalcompetence/curriculumguide/AppendixA.htm>. 

9 Ibid. 
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APPENDIX 5 
 

DIVERSITY SURVEY 

DIVERSITY IN THE CHURCH SURVEY - 2009 
` 
Is your church located in a town or city that is racially diverse? 

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Yes, Highly 57.1% 36 
Yes, Somewhat 31.7% 20 
Yes, Just a little 9.5% 6 
Not at all 1.6% 1 
I don't know 0.0% 0 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

How enthusiastic is your church in welcoming visitors of a different race from those persons in the 
pew?  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Very enthusiastic 29.0% 18 
somewhat excited 58.1% 36 
A little cool 12.9% 8 
Prefer not to say 0.0% 0 

answered question 62 
skipped question 1 

Do you believe that CULTURAL DIFFERENCES is a major challenge to racial diversity in church? 
(Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Strongly agree 27.0% 17 
Agree 61.9% 39 
Neither agree or disagree 1.6% 1 
disagree 7.9% 5 
strongly disagree 1.6% 1 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 
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Do you believe that DIFFERENCES IN WORSHIP STYLES is a major challenge to racial diversity 
in church? (Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Strongly agree 27.4% 17 
Agree 51.6% 32 
Neither agree or disagree 9.7% 6 
disagree 11.3% 7 
strongly disagree 0.0% 0 

answered question 62 
skipped question 1 

Do you believe that HISTORY OF RACE RELATIONS is a major challenge to racial diversity in 
church? (Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Strongly agree 46.0% 29 
Agree 44.4% 28 
Neither agree or disagree 4.8% 3 
disagree 4.8% 3 
strongly disagree 0.0% 0 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

Do you believe that SOCIO-ECONOMIC DIFFERENCES is a major challenge to racial diversity in 
church? (Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Strongly agree 28.6% 18 
Agree 41.3% 26 
Neither agree or disagree 15.9% 10 
disagree 14.3% 9 
strongly disagree 0.0% 0 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 
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Do you believe that RESISTANCE TO CHANGE is a major challenge to racial diversity in church? 
(Please indicate the extent to which you agree/disagree)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Strongly agree 46.0% 29 
Agree 42.9% 27 
Neither agree or disagree 7.9% 5 
disagree 3.2% 2 
strongly disagree 0.0% 0 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

Is your church actively involved in inviting people that are racially different from the rest of the 
congregation? 

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Above and beyond 4.8% 3 
Very active 25.4% 16 
Acceptable 50.8% 32 
Not at all 15.9% 10 
N/A - Not involve in evangelism 3.2% 2 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

In your opinion, are most members of your church open to pastoral leadership that is of a different 
race? (Please indicate level of enthusiasm)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Positively excited about it 3.2% 2 
Think it could be an asset 22.2% 14 
They don't care, one way or the 
other 

27.0% 17 

Think it could be a hindrance 38.1% 24 

Not open to the idea at this time 9.5% 6 
answered question 63 

skipped question 0 
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My church's WORSHIP STYLE is culturally diverse.  (Please indicate level of cultural diversity 
reflected in music, preaching, etc.)  

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

Extremely diverse 3.2% 2 
High variety 12.7% 8 
Somewhat 44.4% 28 
Minimal variety 31.7% 20 
No variety at all 7.9% 5 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

Question 12 
Please tell us about you: (Please check all that apply) 

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

I am a lay person 34.9% 22 
I am a clergy person 57.1% 36 
I reside in the United States of 
America 69.8% 44 

I reside in North Alabama 61.9% 39 
I am a member of the United 
Methodist Church 60.3% 38 

answered question 63 
skipped question 0 

I attend a church that is primarily:    

Answer Options 
Response Frequency Response Count 

African-American/Black 41.9% 26 
Native American 0.0% 0 
Pacific Islander 0.0% 0 
White 62.9% 39 
Hispanic (Of Hispanic or Latino 
origin) 3.2% 2 

Multiracial (click boxes above 
that apply) 

11.3% 7 

answered question 62 
skipped question 1 
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